
SB 156 Support Emails

From: Peter Mowery <p-amowery@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2022 12:30 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Please pass SB156

Dear Mr. Kreiss-Tomkins,
I am writing to you asking you to please pass the Bill SB156. Please listen to the people’s voice.
Thank you for you time in listening to the people.
Kind regards,
Mrs. Mowery

From: Melissa Martin <mgmar1977@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2022 11:51 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins

Sen. Lora Reinbold’s bill (SB 156
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://alaskawatchman.us19.list-manage.com/track/click?u=1f685
ea1bbf16f7b72189222a&id=9f72354910&e=989c27f7e9__;!!LdQKC6s!OsRTpoQQ5MjhO57HQ
pLGiU7ADlfhyft1OclZTv83H_t9syjeaJoYk7iMEK0msQ7nJcBvUBljCnSKvgiSVFyvvXyiD_5vaf68
Df7lbBm4wac$> ), which seeks to outlaw vaccine-based discrimination, passed the State
Senate with bipartisan support last month.   Please help to end this unfair discrimination of
those who don't want to take this experimental Covid shot.
It is fair and right that you schedule SB 156 for a hearing.  Not passing this bill would make the
pantry food lines incredibly long - or make people starve to death.
Sincerely,
Melissa Martin
AP Food Pantry President

From: Louis Imbriani <louis.imb907@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2022 11:23 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins; Rep. Matt Claman; Rep. Geran Tarr; Rep. Andi Story;
Rep. Sarah Vance; Rep. James Kaufman; Rep. David Eastman; House State Affairs
Cc: Sen. Lora Reinbold; Rep. Ken McCarty; Rep. Kelly Merrick
Subject: SB 156... All eyes will be on you

Representatives of the House State Affairs Committee,
Tomorrow you will be hearing SB-156. I will be watching as well as many other Alaskans. We
will be watching to see if you will continue to allow discrimination to continue in this state.
Discrimination that has cost people their jobs and lively hoods or has casued people to
compromise their beliefes and bodily autonomy to ensure that their families don't fall into ruin.
Discrimination that is based in ideology and not scientific facts.



I hoped, as I am sure many of you did, that the vaccines would substantially reduce the impact
of COVID. Similarly to what was seen with Polio and Smallpox. However, that is not the case.
The data that has been coming out of highly vaccinated countries like Qatar (88.5% of the total
population vaccinated) and United Arab Emirates (99% of the total population vaccinated) show
that while the vaccines have great results for the individual in lowering the risk of hospitalization
or death they do not have the social impact that was desired. Vaccinated and even boosted
individuals can still catch and transmit COVID.
I ask that you please hear the bill, discuss the bill and move it to its next committee. Those of us
that are watching are hoping that you continue with this country's long standing tradition of
antidiscrimination and you move this bill.
Thank you
Louis Imbriani

From: Doreen Broderick <nursedoreen@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2022 9:03 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156 Support

Representative Tomkins, please vote to pass SB156 out of the State Affairs committee as soon
as possible. SB156 is an essential piece of legislation to secure Alaskans' rights to medical
freedom and must be passed before the end of session especially since the Federal
government seeks to resume the implementation of COVID-19 vaccine mandates!
I, Doreen Broderick support SB 156. I am a RN of 14 years, mainly in ICU. I have sworn to up
hold the ethical “Patient’s Bill of Rights”. Patient’s have the right to refuse medications and
treatments. It is unethical to force anyone to put a substance into their body. There will always
be a threat to life. As a society, we can not loose our bodily autonomy ever!
Thank you Doreen Broderick
Wasilla AK

From: Gwen Rivas <rivas.gwen@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2022 10:43 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Re: SB156... please vote to pass

Representative Tomkins, please vote to pass SB156 out of the State Affairs committee as soon
as possible. As the Federal government seeks to resume the implementation of COVID-19
vaccine mandates, SB156 is an essential piece of legislation to secure Alaskans' rights to
medical freedom and must be passed before the end of session.
Thank you!
Gwen Rivas

From: janetluce132 <janetluce132@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2022 7:38 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins



Subject: SB156

Representative Kreiss Tompkins, please vote to pass SB156 out of the State Affairs committee
as soon as possible.  As the Federal government seeks to resume the implementation o
COOVID-19  vaccine mandates, SB156 is an essential piece of legislation to secure Alaskans'
rights to medical freedom and must be passed before the end of the session.   Thank you for
scheduling this hearing.  Janet Luce.  Hoonah, AK.  99829

From: Delayna Davis <joyful_dj@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2022 7:30 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Support SB 156

My name is DeLayna West.
I’m in District 31.
I support and encourage you to support this bill.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
DeLayna

From: Darin Bertolini <072166mtvernon@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2022 6:27 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Re: Pass Senate Bill 156

Representative Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
I am an Alaskan resident and registered voter, please vote to pass SB156 out of the State
Affairs committee as soon as possible. As the Federal government seeks to resume the
implementation of covid 19 vaccine mandates, SB156 is an essential piece of legislation to
secure Alaskan’s rights to medical freedom and must be passed before the end of session.
When the vaccine has been available for less time than the virus has been active and yet still
over 48% of Alaskan’s who are fully vaccinated have contracted covid 19 the vaccine proves to
be ineffective and moot, what would a vaccine mandate accomplish when natural antibodies
won’t even be considered?
Sincerely,
Tammy J. Bertolini

From: Brittany Laulainen <rblaulainen@mtaonline.net>
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2022 4:25 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Please vote to pass SB156 out of the State Affairs committee

Dear Representative Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins:
Please vote to pass SB156 out of the State Affairs committee as soon as possible.



We need medical freedom in AK and I would like to see this passed before the end of the
session.
Thank you!
Sincerely,
Brittany Laulainen
Concerned Alaskan

From: katherine harris <harrishome3@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2022 3:47 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Cc: Rep. Andi Story; Rep. David Eastman; Rep. Geran Tarr; Rep. James Kaufman; Rep.
Matt Claman; Rep. Sarah Vance
Subject: PASS SB156 Out of State Affairs Committee ASAP

House State Affairs Committee Members,
Thank you Representative Kreiss-Tomkins for scheduling a committee meeting on 4/16/2022 to
discuss SB156. I greatly appreciate it.
Time is of the essence. Please vote to pass SB156 out of the State Affairs committee ASAP.
This is an essential piece of legislation to secure Alaskans' rights to medical freedom and must
be passed before the end of session. Let not Alaska become a 'Bastilles fortress'*
restricting/imprisoning medical freedom. Instead Alaska must be a beacon for the ultimate
quality of life because Alaskans have the freedom to achieve such.
Sincerely,
Kathy Harris
*The quote below by Dr. Benjamin Rush, founding father and signer of the Declaration of
Independence, was taken from Dr. Rush's introductory remarks to a course lecture at the
University of Pennsylvania on November 3, 1801.  He was describing 24 “causes which have
retarded the progress of our science” and this was one of the causes that he listed.
Dr. Benjamin Rush states:

#22 -- “Conferring exclusive privileges upon bodies of physicians, and forbidding men of
equal talents and knowledge, under severe penalties from practicing medicine within certain
districts of cities and countries.

"Such institutions, however sanctioned by ancient charters and names, are the Bastilles
of our science.” <https://healthfreedom.info/BASTILLE%202%2030.jpg>
The Bastille fortress in France epitomized the tyrannical imprisonment of people who exercised
politically incorrect free speech (aka, censorship).  Originally, if the king did not like something a
person said he would imprison the person without a trial or without what we would term "due
process".  Voltaire spent nearly a year behind bars at the Bastille for his writings.

From: Mary Kennedy <marymkennedy88@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2022 3:42 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Cc: Mary M. Kennedy
Subject: House State Affairs Committee Meeting Sat., April 16th @ 10 AM   SB156



I would like to thank you for scheduling a committee meeting to discuss Senate Bill 156 in the
House State Affairs committee!  This will help ALL Alaskan residents by supporting each and
every one of us to bring about the passage of SB156 in the Senate this year!!!
I will be tuning in on Gavel to Gavel and am hopeful with your support, the advancement of
SB156.
Time is of the essence!
Alaskans, as do ALL United States Citizens, including YOU and your family…deserve rights to
medical freedom!   Don’t YOU want to choose for yourself and your family???   I sure DO!
Please don’t sit on the fence on this one when the time comes time for you to vote for your
constituents and the residents of Alaska.   DO NOT LOOK AWAY!
It’s your job to do the responsible things for the district you represent!
Thank you!
Mary Kennedy
Nikiski, Alaska
(907)252-4942

From: Dan Eskue <djeskue@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2022 2:59 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins; Rep. Matt Claman; Rep. Geran Tarr; Rep. Andi Story;
Rep. Sarah Vance; Rep. James Kaufman; Rep. David Eastman
Subject: vaccine Mandates

I want SB156 passed out of State Affairs as soon as possible. I am totally against all vacine
mandates. These experimental vaccines are dangerous and should be removed for ALL people
ASAP.
thank you
Dan Eskue

From: Sharon Newsom <lynnn00@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2022 2:22 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

Please vote to pass SB156 out of the State Affairs committee as soon as possible. As the
Federal government seeks to resume the implementation of COVID-19 vaccine mandates,
SB156 is an essential piece of legislation to secure Alaskans' rights to medical freedom and
must be passed before the end of session.
Lyn Newsom
Willow,AK

From: Roy Seater <scranta5@aol.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2022 2:21 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins



Subject: Please pass SB156 out of state affairs as soon as possible

Please pass SB156 out of state affairs as soon as possible.

From: Patty Heyes <pkheyes@acsalaska.net>
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2022 1:36 PM
To: Patty Heyes
Subject: Please pass SB156 out of State Affairs

Please vote to pass SB156 out of the State Affairs committee as soon as possible. As the
Federal government seeks to resume the implementation of COVID-19 vaccine mandates,
SB156 is an essential piece of legislation to secure Alaskans' rights to medical freedom and
must be passed before the end of session.
Thank you,
Patty Heyes
Kodiak, Alaska

From: Linda M. French <okay4lmfrench@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2022 1:10 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: RE:  No Vaccine Mandate!

Injecting a foreign substance into a person’s body comes with unavoidable risks, even when it is
done by a trained physician after years of studies. Taking a COVID-19 vaccine is a decision that
must remain voluntary for every American. No one should be denied the right to work, travel, go
to school or enjoy other cherished American freedoms because they have decided to wait and
not immediately take a COVID-19 vaccine.
Plans are currently being rolled out to require a COVID-19 vaccination as a condition for travel
and employment. These plans are designed to restrict your right to decide whether you will
receive a COVID-19 vaccine by forcing you to carry a “Vaccine Passport”.
Tell the Alaska Legislature to say NO to COVID-19 Forced Vaccinations!
Whereas: “Vaccine Passports” are a direct attack on civil liberties that are meant to be
safeguarded by the civil government; and
Whereas: The decision to inject a foreign substance into a person’s body comes with
unavoidable risks and should only be made after informed consent; and
Whereas: The experimental COVID-19 Vaccines have been rushed through production and
have not completed long-term safety studies,
Therefore: As an Alaskan, I urge my elected representatives to immediately implement
safeguards to protect civil liberties and oppose COVID-19 vaccination mandates!

From: Johnathon Green <starlightstudio@gci.net>
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2022 11:41 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Please Hear SB-156



Dear Rep. Kriess-Tompkins,
It is to my understanding that SB-156 is being held up in the House of Representatives, and it is
likely to stay there (this is unfortunate news!)
Please make every effort to get SB-156 moving along and get it passed. SB-156 is for the
benefits of all Alaskans and break us away from all these illegal mandates that President Biden
has put upon, not only Alaskans, but The People of the United States.
Help make Alaska be a beacon of truth and freedom for all the other states so we can have our
freedoms back.
I was forced into retirement from a job I loved on JBER because of President Biden’s mandates.
It was a 75+K yearly income. My retirement will not even come close to paying my bills!
Please be a positive source of doing what is right for The People.
Thank you!
Johnathon Green
Starlight Studio
907.240.2113

From: sharnbro <sharnbro@aptalaska.net>
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2022 11:39 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

Representative Kreiss-Tomkins, please vote to pass SB156 out of the State Affairs committee
as soon as possible. As the Federal government seeks to resume the implementation of
COVID-19 vaccine mandates, SB156 is an essential piece of legislation to secure Alaskans'
rights to medical freedom and must be passed before the end of session."
Thank you,
Terry and Bonnie Sharnbroich
Haines, AK 99827
sharnbro@aptalaska.net

From: jjphoto@gci.net
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2022 10:25 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Cc: Rep. Andy Josephson
Subject: support for SB156

Dear Honorable Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,
I am writing to urge you to pass out of State Affairs SB156.  Alaskans want a vote in the House
on this most important Bill to protect the medical freedoms of Alaskans from Covid-19 Vaccine
Mandates.
Alaskans want SB156 to be voted on to protect jobs and personal freedoms. Back in 2020, it
was not known what the consequences of Covid-19 vaccines and the mandates would be,  but
now we do know the consequences.  The Covid-19 vaccines do not stop the spread of Covid



and vaccines can cause severe side-effects for some people.  The severe side-effects include
heart attacks, blot clots, neurological disorders and it is unnecessary.  All these side-effects
could be minimized if the decision for the vaccine was left to the individual in discussion with
their personal physician.  Alaskans need legislative protection to insure informed consent for
medical procedures NOT coercion.
Also, while Covid-19 vaccines mandates do not stop the spread of the virus, mandates do lead
to loss of jobs and discrimination to public services.  Covid-19 mandates also lead to increased
hostility and division of the public towards government.
I urge you to support a House vote on SB156.
Sincerely,
Margaret Johnson
3705 Arctic Blvd #881
Anchorage, AK  99503
PH: 907-562-0097
email:jjphoto@gci.ne,
cc: my House Representative Andy Josephson

From: Sheri Gross <ms.spicey@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2022 10:20 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156 passed out of state affairs ASAP

Please get SB156 passed out of state affairs ASAP!!
Sheri Gross-Eagle River AK

From: Tina Walter <teente1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2022 10:02 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

Representative Kreiss-Tonkins, please vote to pass SB156 out of the State Affairs committee as
soon as possible. As the Federal government seeks to resume the implementation of COVID-19
vaccine mandates, SB156 is an essential piece of legislation to secure Alaskans' rights to
medical freedom and must be passed before the end of session.
Sincerely , Tina Walter
Sent from my iPhone

From: Sydney Wetzel <mrswetzel@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2022 9:59 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

Dear Representative,



Please vote to pass SB156 out of the State Affairs committee as soon as possible. As the
Federal government seeks to resume the implementation of COVID-19 vaccine mandates,
SB156 is an essential piece of legislation to secure Alaskans' rights to medical freedom and
must be passed before the end of session.
I am not against vaccinations; I am against forceful vaccinations.
Thank you,
Sydney Wetzel
Sent from my iPhone

From: Bruce and Luann Younker <younkerak@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2022 9:33 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Mandates

"Representative Kreisler, please vote to pass SB156 out of the State Affairs committee as soon
as possible. As the Federal government seeks to resume the implementation of COVID-19
vaccine mandates, SB156 is an essential piece of legislation to secure Alaskans' rights to
medical freedom and must be passed before the end of session."
Sent from my iPhone

From: Raechel Gondek <rgondekak@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2022 8:33 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins

Representative Jonathan Kreiss,
Please vote to pass SB156 out of the State Affairs committee as soon as possible. As the
Federal government seeks to resume the implementation of COVID-19 vaccine mandates,
SB156 is an essential piece of legislation to secure Alaskans' rights to medical freedom and
must be passed before the end of session.
Thank you,
Raechel Gondek

From: ethel sims <ESims63@outlook.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2022 8:31 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: End vaccine mandate

"Representative Jonathan Kreiss-Tompkins, please vote to pass SB156 out of the State Affairs
committee as soon as possible. As the Federal government seeks to resume the
implementation of COVID-19 vaccine mandates, SB156 is an essential piece of legislation to
secure Alaskans' rights to medical freedom and must be passed before the end of session."
Ethel Sims
Sent from my iPhone



From: S McD <flydiverace@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2022 8:13 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

Representative Tomkins,
Please vote to pass SB156 out of the State Affairs committee as soon as possible.
The Federal government seeks to resume the implementation of COVID-19 vaccine mandates
and SB156 is an essential piece of legislation to secure Alaskans' rights to medical freedom.
It must be passed before the end of session.
Thank you.

From: Russell Hedden <hedden2ak@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2022 8:12 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

Representative Kreiss-Tomkins, please vote to pass SB156 out of the State Affairs committee
as soon as possible. As the Federal government seeks to resume the implementation of
COVID-19 vaccine mandates, SB156 is an essential piece of legislation to secure Alaskans'
rights to medical freedom and must be passed before the end of session.
Russell Hedden III, Lt Col (Ret), AKANG
Eagle River, AK

From: C. Mark Bennett <charben@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2022 7:51 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

Dear Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,
Please vote to pass SB156 out of the State Affairs committee as soon as possible.
As the Federal government seeks to resume the implementation of COVID-19 vaccine
mandates, SB156 is an essential piece of legislation to secure Alaskans' rights to medical
freedom and must be passed before the end of session.
I am grateful for your help in this.
Sincerely, Andrea Bennett
Eagle River

From: Samuel Raynovic III <jorsg@icloud.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2022 7:39 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156



"Representative  Kreiss-Tomkins-Tompkins, please vote to pass SB156 out of the State Affairs
committee as soon as possible. As the Federal government seeks to resume the
implementation of COVID-19 vaccine mandates, SB156 is an essential piece of legislation to
secure Alaskans' rights to medical freedom and must be passed before the end of session."
Thank You,
Samuel Raynovic
Sent from my iPad

From: Sara Bounds <sara0828@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2022 7:37 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

Representative Kreiss-Tompkins,
Please vote to pass SB156 out of the State Affairs committee as soon as possible.
As the Federal government seeks to resume the implementation of COVID-19 vaccine
mandates, SB156 is an essential piece of legislation to secure Alaskans' rights to medical
freedom and must be passed before the end of session.
Thank You,
Sara Bounds
Sent from my iPhone

From: yank me <yank_me2012@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2022 7:34 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Hb156

please vote to pass SB156 out of the State Affairs committee as soon as possible. As the
Federal government seeks to resume the implementation of COVID-19 vaccine mandates,
SB156 is an essential piece of legislation to secure Alaskans' rights to medical freedom and
must be passed before the end of session."And there is still no concrete evidence that the
vaccine works!! Thank you Craig Downing  District 27????????????
Sent from my iPhone

From: marcottj@gci.net
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2022 7:33 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

Representative Kreiss-Tomkins ,
Please vote to pass SB156 out of the State Affairs committee as soon as possible. As the
Federal government seeks to resume the implementation of COVID-19 vaccine mandates,
SB156 is an essential piece of legislation to secure Alaskans' rights to medical freedom and
must be passed before the end of session.



PLEASE
Jean Kassube
Anchorage 99507

From: Mike <mix2282@protonmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2022 6:47 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Vote To Pass SB156

Representative  Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins, please vote to pass SB156 out of the State Affairs
committee as soon as possible. As the Federal government seeks to resume the
implementation of COVID-19 vaccine mandates, SB156 is an essential piece of legislation to
secure Alaskans' rights to medical freedom and must be passed before the end of session.
Thanks Mike,
North Pole
Sent with ProtonMail

From: Lisa Daugherty <lisamaybehere@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2022 6:07 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins; Rep. Matt Claman
Subject: sb156

Thank you for scheduling sb156!
-Lisa Daugherty

From: Josh Savage <savagejosh30@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2022 3:42 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Defeat vaxx mandates

Representative _kreiss-tomkins, please vote to pass SB156 out of the State Affairs committee
as soon as possible. As the Federal government seeks to resume the implementation of
COVID-19 vaccine mandates, SB156 is an essential piece of legislation to secure Alaskans'
rights to medical freedom and must be passed before the end of session."
Sent from my iPhone

From: Delayna Davis <joyful_dj@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2022 8:58 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Support SB 156

My name is DeLayna West.
I’m in District 31.
I support and encourage you to support this bill.



Thank you for your time and consideration.
DeLayna
Sent from my iPhone

From: Jill Naze Shimko <shimkojill@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2022 10:39 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: HB252 and SB156 Release, please

HB252 We want patients protected with a loved one by their side. My husband and I are seniors
and this year has been rough for my husband. I cherish the opportunity to be by his side during
this....we are still walking it out, I say we because we are one......we walk together with each
other through trials and tribulations. Please release HB252.
Also on SB156 the bill that prohibits Covid 19 vaccination discrimination - this is vital to each
and every one of us, in the past we have been raised to respect one another - and encourage
each other with prayer and hands on opportunities. Shots or any type are not always the answer
- there have been so many reports of the disdain for other people with the covid shots, we as
fellow human beings......need to learn to honor one another once again with choice. Sir, you
have the choice - allow your family and friends the same option.
Thank you
Jill Shimko
Homer, AK

From: Kenny Knapp <kennyknapp@mac.com>
Sent: Saturday, April 9, 2022 6:53 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156

Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,
I strongly urge you to stand up for the rights of Alaskans, and support SB 156.
Sincerely, I remain,
Kenny Knapp

From: Nancy Jones <jonesnancy835@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, April 9, 2022 11:49 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

Honorable Representative Jonathan.Kreiss-Tomkins:  thank you for allowing me to vote to pass
SB156.
Registered voter Nancy E Jones - Kodiak

From: B beeson <undecided12017@outlook.com>
Sent: Friday, April 8, 2022 8:51 PM



To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156

Hi! WE are concerned Alaskan and a US army wife and citizen of the US, We should uphold the
right to our own bodies and what we decide to place in them! You are also  a US citizen so I feel
you should respect everyone and their right to decided what to do with their own body! I am fully
for vaccines just not the Covid one yet, it has minimal good things occurring and very little
research, you should not allow for any human to be discriminated against, currently I know of 11
people being discriminated against for not vaccinating and these are military people who fight
for our country, also others I know are being treated like pigs for not vaccinating, this is
discrimination, unconstitutional and a disgrace to our country! Please be American and a good
human and do not vote against the SB 156 Bill to stop discrimination in our State!
kB Beeson, J Mogley, D Sherman, A Shermaun

From: katherine harris <harrishome3@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 7, 2022 6:37 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Cc: Rep. Matt Claman; Rep. Geran Tarr; Rep. Andi Story; Rep. Sarah Vance; Rep. James
Kaufman; Rep. David Eastman
Subject: SB 156: Committee Members Commended, Admonished

Dear House State Affairs Committee,
As an Alaskan and a constituent I am writing to commend Representatives Eastman, Kauffman
and Vance for upholding their Oath of Office by requesting that SB 156 be heard.
Additionally, I write to admonish Representatives Kreiss-Tomkins, Claman, Tarr and Story for
failing to uphold the Oath they swore by when taking office. While your reasoning may be
sincere, it is sincerely in error.  Be it fear, misinformation, personal bias, agenda's or a need of
additional education regarding the Constitution of the United States and the Constitution of the
State of Alaska, there is no justification for preventing a bill from being heard which protects the
individual's rights to privacy, to choose their own medical interventions and to not be
discriminated against. Your lack of action calls into question the integrity with which you
represent Alaskans. I urge you to re-evaluate your positions, if not for the sake of your Oath of
Office and those you represent, do so out of self preservation. For the suffocating dust of the
trampled guaranteed rights and freedoms of others will eventually consume the freedoms so
important to you. You cannot sew Field Bindweed seeds (an Alaskan classified
prohibited/restricted noxious weed) and reap blueberries. Restricting freedoms by preventing
bills like SB 156 from being heard will yield yet more restriction of freedoms.

When SB 156 first presented to the House State Affairs Committee, I emailed Committee Chair
Representative Kreiss-Tomkins regarding this bill. I never received a response.
Sincerely,
Kathy Harris
The Constitution of the State of Alaska



Article 12 § 5. Oath of Office
All public officers, before entering upon the duties of their offices, shall take and subscribe to the
following oath or affirmation:
“I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will support and defend the Constitution of the United
States and the Constitution of the State of Alaska, and that I will faithfully discharge my duties
as [State Representative] to the best of my ability.”
– Alaska State Constitution, Art. 12 § 5
Field Bindweed
<https://alaskanguidetoinvasivespecies.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/9/1/13911890/6856124.jpg>
You're green and ugly
You take over and strangle
You're bad, field bindweed
-Kasey
*Scientific Name: Convolvulus arvensis
*considered one of the biggest problem weeds
* The roots of field bindweed can reach depths of 20 feet!
*The plant was brought from Eurasia and was used in gardens because it was beautiful
*Can climb up shrubs, shade crops, and other plants.
*Field bindweed can survive a long time without water.
*All these qualities make the plant difficult to control even with herbicides.
*Field bindweed keeps many crops from growing, especially cereals, beans, and potatoes.
*The weed hosts many viruses that kill other plants and vegetables.

From: E & T Lucas <elitaralucas@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, April 8, 2022 8:54 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Thank you.

Dear Mr. Kreiss-Tomkins,
Thank you for scheduling a hearing of SB156.
Tara Lucas

From: btyndall <btyndall@protonmail.com>
Sent: Friday, April 8, 2022 8:41 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156

Thank you Representative Kreiss-Tomkins for bringing SB 156 forward for a vote.  This
legislation is so important for protecting our basic freedoms in Alaska and our nation.  I am
grateful for your action on this important bill.
Thank you again,
Barbara Tyndall
North Pole



From: Maggie Matheson <maggie.b.matheson@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, April 8, 2022 8:06 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Thank you!

Thank you, so much for scheduling SB 156 for April 16. I appreciate you wanting to hear this out
and ensure the safety and freedom of Alaskans.
Thank you,
MM

From: Terry and Krystie DePue <tnk123eagleak@outlook.com>
Sent: Friday, April 8, 2022 8:02 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156

Thank you for bringing this bill forward and scheduling the hearing.
We want freedom!
Thank you!
Krystie

From: sherri Jackson <jacksonsherri@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 7, 2022 6:24 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156

Thank you for hearing SB156
Alaskans are grateful for this
Sherri Jackson
Anchorage,Alaska
Sent from my iPhone

From: rolan@acsalaska.net
Sent: Thursday, April 7, 2022 5:39 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins; Rep. Matt Claman
Subject: Thank you for scheduling SB156 for a hearing

Dear Rep. Kreiss-Tomkins and Rep. Claman,

Thank you for scheduling SB156, Prohibit Covid-19 Vaccine Discrimination for a hearing before
the House State Affairs Committee.
Many Alaskans are following this important bill and appreciate your action to move it forward.
Sincerely,
Rolan Ruoss
Kodiak



From: janetluce132 <janetluce132@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 7, 2022 2:22 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Amendments 49,62 and 63

Sent from my Galaxy
Representative Kriess-Tomkins, it is underhanded to deny the concerns of Alaskans and silence
our voice in the legislative process.   Please make a motion to take up Amendment 49
especially for debate and support it being discussed and voted on.  Public censorship goes
against the very principals that our government was founded upon.  Uphold your Oath and
support my voice being heard in Juneau.

As for Amendment 62, I oppose using state funds to promote the day gerous COVID 19
vaccine , so vote yes

I also support Amendment 63 which opposes bribing people to be vaccinated.
Please schedule Amendment  49 to be heard on the house floor.   Sincerely

Janet  Luce.    Hoonah AK.  99829

From: Jeremey <jeremeyhustman@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 7, 2022 12:47 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins; Rep. Sara Hannan; Rep. Andi Story
Subject: Discrimination and forced medical experimntation

Hello,
I just have some personal statements and comments, and also have attached 20 questions

nobody wants to answer below it.
Remember, you are politicians and not doctors, you don't know anybody's medical situation
except your own.
I hope you take these into consideration and at least do some actual research (not so called
"fact-check" "Wikipedia" or what pops up first on "google" (that are funded by the government
and organizations like Bill Gates and George Soros (ie. factcheck.org
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__http://factcheck.org__;!!LdQKC6s!JlLsJ6nfFQ7RCi_RQ7KErbSaU
ecF3nO90kT3kD13YRcFMjk7HT2AbujBRESw5adbvlmrVkOIY7FWOtA2PLmw0NP6nfAR-yImH
zi7Z0IfCPmASXDbOA$> , facebook, snopes - those are complete jokes and easy to disprove -
they make people ridiculously ignorant and it's frustrating to talk to people that take them as
true)).

This is 100% about forcing medical experimentation on your constituents.
Thank you,
Jeremey Hustman
Juneau, AK
1. Please take up Amendment 49
2. If you answer one thing, at least prove to me what the benefit these injections are that
would require them to be mandated by a government (this is tyrannical).



1. They don't prevent you from getting covid
2. They don't prevent you from spreading covid
3. The only people I know who have died "from covid" were "fully vaccinated")

3. It is the hospitals that are killing people by shoving ventilators down their throats and
giving them liver killing redeliver while starving and dehydrating people, locking them in a room
by themselves until they pass away.

1. Hospitals also get additional "funding" for each "covid 19" patient (not a
"conspiracy theory")
https://www.henrymakow.com/2021/11/us-hospitals-bribed-to-malpractise.html
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://www.henrymakow.com/2021/11/us-hospitals-bribed-to-malp
ractise.html__;!!LdQKC6s!JlLsJ6nfFQ7RCi_RQ7KErbSaUecF3nO90kT3kD13YRcFMjk7HT2Ab
ujBRESw5adbvlmrVkOIY7FWOtA2PLmw0NP6nfAR-yImHzi7Z0IfCPl2VU5irw$>
4. If I get injured from a forced vaccination who will pay my lost wages to my family for the
rest of their lives?
5. There is zero doubt this will be a career-ending vote.
7. Discriminating against people is what the Democrats do best! (whether it's racial, sex,
voter registration, disability, etc.).  Now they want to discriminate against people that are unable
or unwilling to partake in experimental drug trials that just happen to be literally disabling people,
which they then say "nope definitely wasn't the vaccine it's in your head"
8. I doubt you are actually taking these "vaccines" but if you are, the next time you get your
"booster" please ask for these three things

1. Ask to see the manufacturing date of the injection vial.
2. Ask to see the expiration date of the injection vial.
3. Ask for the paper insert that you are required to be provided by the manufacturer.

9. Why should anyone care what vaccines someone has had, if you took them you are safe
right.
10. There are natural ways to protect yourselves, if anything you should make
Hydroxychloroquine and Ivermectin (Two long proven cures) over the counter.
11. You aren't allowed to ask about a person's private medical status per HIPAA.
12. Those of us that had covid are immune and don't need a vaccine.
13. Is someone paying you to vote for forced covid injections and mask restrictions?
14. From what I understand, we are a free country.
15. Dying from the covid vaccine is ruled a suicide
https://freewestmedia.com/2022/01/14/life-insurer-refuses-to-cover-vaccine-death/
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://freewestmedia.com/2022/01/14/life-insurer-refuses-to-cove
r-vaccine-death/__;!!LdQKC6s!JlLsJ6nfFQ7RCi_RQ7KErbSaUecF3nO90kT3kD13YRcFMjk7HT
2AbujBRESw5adbvlmrVkOIY7FWOtA2PLmw0NP6nfAR-yImHzi7Z0IfCPma4s3tXQ$>

16. The "variants" are not getting stronger (in other words, "covid is over")
17. These so-called "vaccines" are not vaccines but experimental gene-therapy treatments
that are killing and maiming people, including members of my family.  Covid will not kill you (or
at least over 99% of the people that get it)

1. Both an Aunt and a first Cousin now have "Parkinson's" after taking their shots.
2. My father had emergency surgery to remove blood clots from his leg



3. another cousin of my wife is now bedridden with "flu-like symptoms" for going on
three months now

4. BUT THEY AREN'T EDITING YOUR DNA (yes they are)--->
https://www.bitchute.com/video/sjmfpqxXs4NM/
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://www.bitchute.com/video/sjmfpqxXs4NM/__;!!LdQKC6s!JlLs
J6nfFQ7RCi_RQ7KErbSaUecF3nO90kT3kD13YRcFMjk7HT2AbujBRESw5adbvlmrVkOIY7FW
OtA2PLmw0NP6nfAR-yImHzi7Z0IfCPm6O3iHEA$>

5. These are REAL NOT RARE https://www.realnotrare.com/
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://www.realnotrare.com/__;!!LdQKC6s!JlLsJ6nfFQ7RCi_RQ7
KErbSaUecF3nO90kT3kD13YRcFMjk7HT2AbujBRESw5adbvlmrVkOIY7FWOtA2PLmw0NP6nf
AR-yImHzi7Z0IfCPlNWn8ZKg$>
18. "Why would the government experiment on its own people???"

1. Tuskegee Syphilis Study
2. Stateville Penitentiary Malaria Study
3. Navy-Sponsored Beef Blood Transfusions
4. Plutonium Testing
5. WWII Mustard Gas Experiments
6. Operation Midnight Climax
7. Operation Sea-Spray
8. Operation Big Buzz
9. Willowbrook Experiments
10. Measles Vaccine Experiment

19. You are more likely to die from these injections than covid.
20. Being forced to take experimental medical treatments are exactly why 11 people were
executed in the Nuremberg Trials
Also please take a look through these 20 questions nobody wants to answer (by Steve Kirsch).
1. Why no debates? Why won’t any mainstream doctors or scientists or public health
officials (or any other health authority for that matter) debate me or any of my colleagues
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/my-team-of-vaccine-safety-exp
erts?s=w__;!!LdQKC6s!JlLsJ6nfFQ7RCi_RQ7KErbSaUecF3nO90kT3kD13YRcFMjk7HT2AbujB
RESw5adbvlmrVkOIY7FWOtA2PLmw0NP6nfAR-yImHzi7Z0IfCPkyDM9bdw$>  in a live,
recorded debate? I even offer some people (members of the ACIP and VRBPAC committees)
$1 million just to come to the debate table and it made no difference. We can’t even get any of
them to propose any ground rules that they will accept! For example, Professor Makary
proposed debate terms (which weren’t a debate) and then ignored me when I tried to accept
them
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/johns-hopkins-professor-marty-
makary?s=w__;!!LdQKC6s!JlLsJ6nfFQ7RCi_RQ7KErbSaUecF3nO90kT3kD13YRcFMjk7HT2A
bujBRESw5adbvlmrVkOIY7FWOtA2PLmw0NP6nfAR-yImHzi7Z0IfCPnsWb8tgA$> .
2. VAERS safety signals flashing red since January 2021. How could the CDC and the FDA
possibly miss all the safety signals in VAERS which have been flashing red since January 2021
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/the-cdc-knew-in-january-2021-t
hat?s=w__;!!LdQKC6s!JlLsJ6nfFQ7RCi_RQ7KErbSaUecF3nO90kT3kD13YRcFMjk7HT2AbujB
RESw5adbvlmrVkOIY7FWOtA2PLmw0NP6nfAR-yImHzi7Z0IfCPlEzVrxfQ$>  for thousands of



symptoms, some elevated by 1,000X or more? Why did they ignore all attempts to bring this to
their attention (if it wasn’t already obvious). They clearly must have known in January that the
data coming in didn’t match the claims in the clinical trials. The profile of the VAERS data (chart
of symptom vs. # reports) looks nothing like previous vaccines.
3. Risk benefit calculation. I have more than 10 methods that show that over 150K people
have been killed by the vaccine
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://www.skirsch.com/covid/Deaths.pdf__;!!LdQKC6s!JlLsJ6nfF
Q7RCi_RQ7KErbSaUecF3nO90kT3kD13YRcFMjk7HT2AbujBRESw5adbvlmrVkOIY7FWOtA2P
Lmw0NP6nfAR-yImHzi7Z0IfCPmxn_ocHQ$>  and the Pfizer trial showed we’d save 1 life from
COVID for every 22,000 vaccinated
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/nejmoa2110345__;!!LdQKC
6s!JlLsJ6nfFQ7RCi_RQ7KErbSaUecF3nO90kT3kD13YRcFMjk7HT2AbujBRESw5adbvlmrVkOI
Y7FWOtA2PLmw0NP6nfAR-yImHzi7Z0IfCPm0sdR0tw$> . So after vaccinating 220M people,
we kill 150,000 people or more and we save 10,000 lives. If this is wrong, where is the mistake
and what are the correct numbers?
4. Why no investigation into Maddie de Garay? Why did the FDA not investigate the
Maddie de Garay case after agreeing to look into it? Why is the press silent on this as well? She
was 12 years old in the Pfizer clinical trial and became paralyzed less than 24 hours after
injection. Why were her symptoms reported as mild abdominal pain and not paralysis? What is
causing her to now progress to being a quadriplegic? And if her symptoms weren’t caused by
the vaccine (as claimed by the “fact checkers,” then why are her symptoms virtually identical to
other vaccine victims and not explainable any other way?
5. More people died who took the drug than those who didn’t take the drug. The Pfizer 6
month study
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/nejmoa2110345__;!!LdQKC
6s!JlLsJ6nfFQ7RCi_RQ7KErbSaUecF3nO90kT3kD13YRcFMjk7HT2AbujBRESw5adbvlmrVkOI
Y7FWOtA2PLmw0NP6nfAR-yImHzi7Z0IfCPm0sdR0tw$>  showed that more people died who
got the drug than who got the placebo (they conveniently forgot to mention this in the abstract or
conclusion). Isn’t it supposed to be the other way around? Where is the RCT showing an
all-cause death benefit? See this article
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://alexberenson.substack.com/p/more-people-died-in-the-key-
clinical__;!!LdQKC6s!JlLsJ6nfFQ7RCi_RQ7KErbSaUecF3nO90kT3kD13YRcFMjk7HT2AbujBR
ESw5adbvlmrVkOIY7FWOtA2PLmw0NP6nfAR-yImHzi7Z0IfCPlfHHnMkQ$>  for updated
numbers in the pre-unblinding phase showing 21 dead who took the drug vs. 17 dead who took
the placebo. And how was Pfizer certain that none of the people who got the drug was killed by
the vaccine? What tests were done during the autopsies that exonerated the drug? These tests
were never revealed and they are still being kept hidden for some odd reason. Since the
vaccine wasn’t the cause, why not make the autopsy reports and tests done public that prove
this?
6. Elevated myocarditis rates. How is a 559-fold increase in the reporting rate of
myocarditis in VAERS (see slide 19
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Ghq_PzxJkMJVoCRLnk
mVFWLqhRKFALKVM09fY20xeI0/edit*slide=id.g10c6980f536_0_136__;Iw!!LdQKC6s!JlLsJ6nf
FQ7RCi_RQ7KErbSaUecF3nO90kT3kD13YRcFMjk7HT2AbujBRESw5adbvlmrVkOIY7FWOtA2



PLmw0NP6nfAR-yImHzi7Z0IfCPl-tOsM2Q$> ) considered to be a “slightly elevated risk” of
myocarditis? Why wasn’t this noticed in January 2021? How did the CDC completely miss this
signal (they admitted it was the DoD who spotted it). How do you explain 4 cases of myocarditis
at the Monte Vista Christian School
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/there-are-now-4-myocarditis-ca
ses?s=w__;!!LdQKC6s!JlLsJ6nfFQ7RCi_RQ7KErbSaUecF3nO90kT3kD13YRcFMjk7HT2AbujB
RESw5adbvlmrVkOIY7FWOtA2PLmw0NP6nfAR-yImHzi7Z0IfCPkMn-fadQ$>  (with only 800
students, half of them male and perhaps half of those not vaccinated)? That’s a 1 in 50 rate. Is
that just bad luck? And how is it possible that multiple military doctors I’ve asked about the rates
in the military both give me numbers over 1%? Am I just unlucky?
7. How do you explain Schirmacher’s study? Dr. Peter Schirmacher, one of the world’s top
pathologists, reported that in 40 cases examined 2 weeks after vaccination, the vaccine killed
30% to 40% of them. Immediately after he reported this, his family was threatened if he spoke
out. So Dr. Schirmacher has been silenced. See my article for details
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/a-simple-way-to-end-vaccine-
misinformation?s=w__;!!LdQKC6s!JlLsJ6nfFQ7RCi_RQ7KErbSaUecF3nO90kT3kD13YRcFMjk
7HT2AbujBRESw5adbvlmrVkOIY7FWOtA2PLmw0NP6nfAR-yImHzi7Z0IfCPkqIfvbtw$> . Do
you support intimidation techniques to silence legitimate scientists with dissenting views? The
Federal Association of German Pathologists has called for autopsies, but the government has
silenced them as well. Do you support my call for autopsies
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/a-simple-way-to-end-vaccine-
misinformation?s=w__;!!LdQKC6s!JlLsJ6nfFQ7RCi_RQ7KErbSaUecF3nO90kT3kD13YRcFMjk
7HT2AbujBRESw5adbvlmrVkOIY7FWOtA2PLmw0NP6nfAR-yImHzi7Z0IfCPkqIfvbtw$> ? If not,
why not? Also, Schirmacher’s results have been validated by Bhakti and Burkhardt
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/bhakdiburkhardt-pathology-res
ults?s=w__;!!LdQKC6s!JlLsJ6nfFQ7RCi_RQ7KErbSaUecF3nO90kT3kD13YRcFMjk7HT2AbujB
RESw5adbvlmrVkOIY7FWOtA2PLmw0NP6nfAR-yImHzi7Z0IfCPmP2p6NuA$> . Did all of them
get it wrong? How were they fooled?
8. What is causing the telltale clots? Embalmers have seen odd blood clots, never before
seen before the vaccines rolled out, in up to 93% of cases
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/exclusive-embalmer-reveals-93
-of?s=w__;!!LdQKC6s!JlLsJ6nfFQ7RCi_RQ7KErbSaUecF3nO90kT3kD13YRcFMjk7HT2AbujB
RESw5adbvlmrVkOIY7FWOtA2PLmw0NP6nfAR-yImHzi7Z0IfCPn4yp3rVw$> . These are not
normal clots and have never been seen before the vaccines rolled out. What are they caused by
and why are they killing so many people?
9. Excess deaths. What’s causing the excess deaths observed by insurance companies?
Insurance company deaths rose in Q3 and Q4 of 2021 at the same time the boosters rolled out.
The fact checkers say it is due to COVID
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://www.politifact.com/factchecks/2022/feb/11/blog-posting/no-
covid-19-vaccines-arent-responsible-increase-de/__;!!LdQKC6s!JlLsJ6nfFQ7RCi_RQ7KErbSaU
ecF3nO90kT3kD13YRcFMjk7HT2AbujBRESw5adbvlmrVkOIY7FWOtA2PLmw0NP6nfAR-yImH
zi7Z0IfCPlsP8Ykqg$> , but the data doesn’t line up which they fail to point out. Delta started in
June and was 93% by August. You’d never know that from the graph
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/ed-dowd-millennial-age-group-



25-to?s=w__;!!LdQKC6s!JlLsJ6nfFQ7RCi_RQ7KErbSaUecF3nO90kT3kD13YRcFMjk7HT2Abuj
BRESw5adbvlmrVkOIY7FWOtA2PLmw0NP6nfAR-yImHzi7Z0IfCPlziCqJ6Q$> :
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://cdn.substack.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progr
essive:steep/https*3A*2F*2Fbucketeer-e05bbc84-baa3-437e-9518-adb32be77984.s3.amazona
ws.com*2Fpublic*2Fimages*2F9bafd973-bf2c-4c4a-98b0-3427af78b94c_2048x1304.jpeg__;JS
UlJSUl!!LdQKC6s!JlLsJ6nfFQ7RCi_RQ7KErbSaUecF3nO90kT3kD13YRcFMjk7HT2AbujBRES
w5adbvlmrVkOIY7FWOtA2PLmw0NP6nfAR-yImHzi7Z0IfCPmbxql8kQ$>
10. The more you vaccinate, the worse the outcomes. Why do over 10 studies (including
one covering 145 countries)
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/incriminating-evidence?s=w__;
!!LdQKC6s!JlLsJ6nfFQ7RCi_RQ7KErbSaUecF3nO90kT3kD13YRcFMjk7HT2AbujBRESw5adbv
lmrVkOIY7FWOtA2PLmw0NP6nfAR-yImHzi7Z0IfCPnjYen95w$>  all show that the more we
vaccinate, the worse the infection and fatality rates? Since nobody has been able to refute any
of these studies, shouldn’t we at least put the mandates temporarily on hold until the studies are
refuted?
11. Negative efficacy. The latest UK government report
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/syste
m/uploads/attachment_data/file/1061532/Vaccine_surveillance_report_-_week_11.pdf__;!!LdQK
C6s!JlLsJ6nfFQ7RCi_RQ7KErbSaUecF3nO90kT3kD13YRcFMjk7HT2AbujBRESw5adbvlmrVk
OIY7FWOtA2PLmw0NP6nfAR-yImHzi7Z0IfCPnC0u_kQg$>  shows that for most age groups,
you are now more than 3 times more likely to get COVID if you are triple vaccinated compared
to the unvaccinated. It seems the more you vaccinate, the worse the disparity. It’s clearly tied to
the number of vaccinations. How do you explain this if the vaccines are protective?
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://cdn.substack.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progr
essive:steep/https*3A*2F*2Fbucketeer-e05bbc84-baa3-437e-9518-adb32be77984.s3.amazona
ws.com*2Fpublic*2Fimages*2F69a98719-203a-408c-95a1-d6810bb3a409_411x434.png__;JSU
lJSUl!!LdQKC6s!JlLsJ6nfFQ7RCi_RQ7KErbSaUecF3nO90kT3kD13YRcFMjk7HT2AbujBRESw
5adbvlmrVkOIY7FWOtA2PLmw0NP6nfAR-yImHzi7Z0IfCPnKeW3h3g$>
12. CDC paper admits to negative vaccine efficacy. This is big. Finally, a paper by nine CDC
authors published in JAMA in January 2022 (Association Between 3 Doses of mRNA COVID-19
Vaccine and Symptomatic Infection Caused by the SARS-CoV-2 Omicron and Delta Variants
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2788485__;!!LdQ
KC6s!JlLsJ6nfFQ7RCi_RQ7KErbSaUecF3nO90kT3kD13YRcFMjk7HT2AbujBRESw5adbvlmrV
kOIY7FWOtA2PLmw0NP6nfAR-yImHzi7Z0IfCPmy77PUog$> ) shows in Fig. 3 that the
vaccines create negative efficacy for Omicron at month 7, just like the Denmark study showed
too (in Denmark it was after 3 months)
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/reuters-fact-check-of-the-denm
ark?utm_source=url__;!!LdQKC6s!JlLsJ6nfFQ7RCi_RQ7KErbSaUecF3nO90kT3kD13YRcFMjk
7HT2AbujBRESw5adbvlmrVkOIY7FWOtA2PLmw0NP6nfAR-yImHzi7Z0IfCPniHjt3NQ$> . In
other words, the CDC authors admit that the vaccines make you more likely to get Omicron
starting in month 7. Isn’t this contrary to what the CDC has been telling us? The vaccines aren’t
supposed to make things worse, right?
13. VAERS underreporting factor. What is the URF for VAERS this year? Why didn’t anyone
calculate it? Why didn’t the FDA simply admit they don’t know what it is when asked by a



reporter? Why does John Su never talk about the proper URF when he talks about the VAERS
data? He knows how to calculate the URF since he was one of the authors on the CDC paper
for how to do this. So why is he silent?
14. How can you do risk benefit calculation without estimating the VAERS URF? This is
elementary, yet none of the outside committee members of the CDC or FDA ever asks about
this. Why not? I keep bringing this up in my public testimony, but they just ignore me.
15. Pfizer Phase 3 trial exclusions. How do you explain the gaming in the Pfizer trial on
exclusions (311 vs. 60)? (see Slide 65
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1m10LArf525tCPP2tz4-3O
IDjEF99W8YKFTtkV_QEu4k/__;!!LdQKC6s!JlLsJ6nfFQ7RCi_RQ7KErbSaUecF3nO90kT3kD13
YRcFMjk7HT2AbujBRESw5adbvlmrVkOIY7FWOtA2PLmw0NP6nfAR-yImHzi7Z0IfCPliISUdqw$
> ). That couldn’t have happened by chance. And while you have that slide deck open, if you
can answer any other questions in that deck, that would be super helpful.
16. Every randomized trial shows masks make no difference at all. If masks work, then how
come the graph for purple cloth masks in the Bangladesh study
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/masks-dont-work?s=w__;!!LdQ
KC6s!JlLsJ6nfFQ7RCi_RQ7KErbSaUecF3nO90kT3kD13YRcFMjk7HT2AbujBRESw5adbvlmrV
kOIY7FWOtA2PLmw0NP6nfAR-yImHzi7Z0IfCPnTFKFTsQ$>  showed absolutely no effect and
why did they omit this graph from the published paper
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://www.poverty-action.org/publication/impact-community-mas
king-covid-19-cluster-randomized-trial-bangladesh__;!!LdQKC6s!JlLsJ6nfFQ7RCi_RQ7KErbSa
UecF3nO90kT3kD13YRcFMjk7HT2AbujBRESw5adbvlmrVkOIY7FWOtA2PLmw0NP6nfAR-yIm
Hzi7Z0IfCPlSaG7gWA$> ? I read through all 111 pages and couldn’t find the graph. Not only did
they omit the graph, but nowhere in the paper did they point out that the purple cloth masks had
no effect. Isn’t that scientific fraud? Also, if masks work, then why isn’t there any data supporting
the mask policy in Israel
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/foia-request-reveals-the-mask-
policy?s=w__;!!LdQKC6s!JlLsJ6nfFQ7RCi_RQ7KErbSaUecF3nO90kT3kD13YRcFMjk7HT2Abu
jBRESw5adbvlmrVkOIY7FWOtA2PLmw0NP6nfAR-yImHzi7Z0IfCPkGjREJAQ$> ?
17. Why don’t we have any autopsies done by a competent authority? Why don’t we just do
autopsies of 100 people who died within 2 weeks of vaccination? We can have people like Peter
Schirmacher, Ryan Cole, Sucharit Bhakdi, and Arne Burkhardt observe this work. That would
settle the argument and end the vaccine hesitancy for sure.
18. Why is there a 5% rate of neurological damage after vaccination? If the vaccines are
perfectly safe, then how do you explain how a California neurologist can have 1,000 vaccine
injured in their practice of 20,000 patients. That’s a 5% neurological injury rate. This closely
matches the vaccine injury rate discovered by the Israeli Ministry of Health (which was 4.5%)
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/how-rare-are-vaccine-side-effe
cts?s=w__;!!LdQKC6s!JlLsJ6nfFQ7RCi_RQ7KErbSaUecF3nO90kT3kD13YRcFMjk7HT2AbujB
RESw5adbvlmrVkOIY7FWOtA2PLmw0NP6nfAR-yImHzi7Z0IfCPnMe4uHdQ$> .
19. How do you explain this data
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/incriminating-evidence?s=w__;
!!LdQKC6s!JlLsJ6nfFQ7RCi_RQ7KErbSaUecF3nO90kT3kD13YRcFMjk7HT2AbujBRESw5adbv
lmrVkOIY7FWOtA2PLmw0NP6nfAR-yImHzi7Z0IfCPnjYen95w$> ?



20. Can you answer any of the questions on this list
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/100-questions-they-dont-want-t
o-answer?s=w__;!!LdQKC6s!JlLsJ6nfFQ7RCi_RQ7KErbSaUecF3nO90kT3kD13YRcFMjk7HT2
AbujBRESw5adbvlmrVkOIY7FWOtA2PLmw0NP6nfAR-yImHzi7Z0IfCPkoFPgrYA$> ?
--
Jeremey Hustman

From: yank me <yank_me2012@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 7, 2022 11:39 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Amendment 49 HB156

Will you please consider HB 156 and all the amendments to the house for a vote. Those that
have taken the vaccine have became sick with Covid to the point it is not just a rare case.
Speaker Pelosi who got all the shots , boosters and masked up demanding all others to do the
same is now infected with Covid and she is not the only one. The vaccines have NOTHING for
ANY VIRUS, the vaccine is actually for another purpose. There is nothing that shows us what
the long term effects of taking this vaccine. Parasites have been found in the vaccine primarily
Tripanosoma Cruze and the Hydra Valgarius.
All this was run through under an emergency order  where is that emergency? The numbers do
not add up sorry CDC keeps changing the actual numbers. People that were in a car accident or
a heart attack were counted. Too many lies that were told are coming to light on the Covid
vaccine. How many people dropped dead within 24 hours of taking the vaccine? There have
been plenty but the actual numbers are kept ?? secret. Enough of this nonsense.Thank you  for
protecting use against vaccines , vaccine passport and stop the discrimination against those
who choose not to be vaccinated!! Craig Downing District 27 ????????????Sent from my
iPhone

From: Kevin Hite <kevalaska9@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 7, 2022 8:45 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156

SB 156 deserves to be heard on the floor. As a committed Alaskan, you need to welcome
debate on matters of the public interest. If you disagree with the bill, oppose it in the public
arena.
Kevin Hite
From: Pursuit Happiness <happinesspursuit907@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 6, 2022 8:41 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins; Rep. Matt Claman; House State Affairs; Geran
Representative Tarr; Rep. Andi Story; Sarah Reprensentative Vance; James Representative
Kaufman; Rep. David Eastman; Sen. Lora Reinbold; Madeleine Gaiser
Subject: Re: SB156



Requesting passage of SB156. Thank you.

On Sunday, April 3, 2022, 05:55:32 PM AKDT, Pursuit Happiness
<happinesspursuit907@yahoo.com> wrote:

I am writing IN SUPPORT of SB156 “Immunization Rights and Objections to Administration of a
COVID-19 Vaccine.

I am alarmed that this bill is even necessary to clarify to our fellow citizens what is already a
Natural Right as expressed in The Declaration of Independence.  “to assume among the powers
of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the Laws of Nature and of Nature’s God
entitle them”. “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created EQUAL, that they
are ENDOWED by their Creator with certain UNALIENABLE RIGHTS, that among these are
LIFE, LIBERTY, and the PURSUIT of HAPPINESS (original intent was Property, e.g.  physical,
educational/mind, spiritual).
From the Sectional.
It is unlawful discrimination for: a person or a government entity to refuse, withhold from or deny
an individual any LOCAL or STATE services, goods, facilities, advantages, privileges, licensing,
educational opportunities, health care access, or employment opportunities based on the
individual’s COVID-19 vaccination status …. Bar an individual from EMPLOYMENT or
discriminate against individual COMPENSATION or TERM, CONDITION or PRIVILEGE of
EMPLOYMENT (pursuit of happiness…property).
An individual may object to the administration of a COVID-19 vaccine to that individual based on
religious, medical, or OTHER GROUNDS. May not require an individual to provide justification
or documentation to support…decision to decline a COVID-19 vaccine.

From: Pursuit Happiness <happinesspursuit907@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 6, 2022 8:36 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

Please forward SB156 to approval ASAP.  Thank.

From: Melanie Norton <melanie_norton@hotmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 6, 2022 6:42 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156
Please support SB 156 which protects citizens' right to privacy concerning health and protects
their freedom to make informed medical choices. This bill affirms the fundamental American
value of choice. If we are not free to make informed, voluntary decisions about pharmaceutical
products we are encouraged to take, then we are not free in any sense of the word. By
supporting this bill, we continue to protect the precedent of free choice set forth in our great
United States Constitution.
Please support SB 156.
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From: Jeff HENSON <jeff.henson@fedex.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 6, 2022 2:21 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: HB156
Sent from my iPad

From: Holly Buzby <hebuzby@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 6, 2022 10:24 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

Representative Tompkins
This bill needs to be put forward to the state affairs committee. As Alaskans we need protect our
people from the threats of mandates and control over our health. The all case mortality during
the past year is 40% higher then in the previous year. The website
https://urldefense.com/v3/__http://OpenVaers.com__;!!LdQKC6s!La98HrtStEgISm2CUVI-d1zLw
3p04_QwHLfYR9GpB5RzqtoafL88SBbGa47WINepM4GGOh7ySDEiYo7NFHQ-1InftxmIg-r-FBP
60jtY$  shows
2,000,000 adverse side affects from the shot. 26,000 people dead. When the swine flu was
pulled there was “50” people who died. Why is it alright to keep pushing this shot???
Please put forward SB156 into committee.
Holly Buzby

From: Bill Teague <whteague@protonmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 11:48 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156

Rep Kreiss-Tomkins,
Please support SB 156 which protects citizens' right to privacy concerning health and protects
their freedom to make informed medical choices. This bill affirms the fundamental American
value of choice. If we are not free to make informed, voluntary decisions about pharmaceutical
products we are encouraged to take, then we are not free in any sense of the word. By
supporting this bill, we continue to protect the precedent of free choice set forth in our great
United States Constitution.
Please support SB 156.
The WHOLE WORLD IS WATCHING ... {{{{PLEASE}}}} ... do the right thing
"Come now, and let us reason together, saith the LORD" Isa1:18
Sent with ProtonMail
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://protonmail.com/__;!!LdQKC6s!KjYwY5sZUAVn05Wt6xDJ1
pufpFQQAjzw1s-E_BdNBcU1BOvUCdl63dJICW_AbC3U4g_DRxd-r5VL6ounI38O9hCxUHdadI
wBKuJoBzdiLYp3mQ$>  secure email.



From: K, E, & E Martin <keeconstructionllc@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 8:37 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Stop the boycott of SB156

REP. TOMKINS, honor your oath & Stop your BOYCOTT OF SB156 NOW !  Ed & Kathleen
Martin
KEE Construction, LLC

From: Gail O'Neill <joneill@ptialaska.net>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 7:51 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

Representative Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins,
I am writing to ask that you please schedule a hearing for SB156,  Prohibit Covid Vaccine

Discrimination.  To me, and many other Alaskans, this is a very important issue. It involves
foundational freedoms and rights.  I believe that the vaccine is neither ultimately safe nor
effective for many people.  It is still an experimental vaccine, and should not be mandated or
forced upon those who do not chose to take it.

Thanks,
Gail O’Neill, Fritz Creek AK

From: Aileen Cotter <acotter1954@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 3:52 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156

Please support SB 156 which protects citizens' right to privacy concerning health and
protects their freedom to make informed medical choices. This bill affirms the fundamental
American value of choice. If we are not free to make informed, voluntary decisions about
pharmaceutical products we are encouraged to take, then we are not free in any sense of the
word. By supporting this bill, we continue to protect the precedent of free choice set forth in our
great United States Constitution.
Ella Cotter
North Pole
Sent from my iPhone

From: welshe <welshe@protonmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 3:36 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Cc: House State Affairs
Subject: SB 156



Hello,
I am writing to voice my support of SB 156 and to ask for a hearing for this bill. It has had huge
support from the public in the Senate. And we are seeing more and more information, such as
from recently released Pfizer documents, that natural immunity surpasses any protection from
these vaccines. Medical freedom is a basic human right. Everyone has the right to bodily
autonomy and informed consent, free from coercion and force. Please support this bill. To deny
someone services or employment based on a personal, private medical decision is nothing
short of discrimination. We are on a dangerous slippery slope to creating a two class system of
lesser human beings, and the thought is despicable. Please, protect the minority, protect the
right to govern our own bodies, protect me and my children from forced vaccinations, and
protect the equal rights of the unvaccinated.
Thank you,
Elizabeth

From: mollycat1 <mollycat1@live.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 1:55 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: HB 156

Dear Sir, you seem to be the major hold up for letting this bill be heard so it can be voted on.
Just because you aren't going to run for office again, there's no need for you to so petty. As far
as I am concerned my vaccinated status is no one's business. I haven't had a flu shot since I
was 21. I was never vaccinated as a child. Had covid so see no need for that shot. I ask that
you please let this bill go forward.
Thank you
Cathie Dawson
Talkeetna AK

From: Tracy Wilson <awahkunak@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 1:25 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,
I fully support SB 156.
A vaccination should never be a requirement to exercise our rights. The privacy of one’s health
information including vaccination status should be protected.
No one should be discriminated against in any way based on vaccination status. Vaccine
passports embody discrimination and carry negative historical associations.
Each person should have the right to decide whether or not to be vaccinated. This is only a
choice if one is free to weigh the factors without pressure, coercion, threat, or social stigma. No
one should lose a job or have a job application turned down because of a vaccine. No one



should be barred from school or college because of a vaccine. No one should be denied or
limited medical care because of a vaccine.
I urge you to support SB 156.
Sincerely,
Tracy Wilson
Palmer, AK 99645
Sent from my iPhone

From: btyndall <btyndall@protonmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 11:55 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156

Dear Representative Kreiss-Tomkins:
I am writing to ask you to please bring SB 156 to the House floor for a vote.  This bill has
overwhelming public support.  Alaskans deserve to have freedom over their own medical
decisions and SB 156 would go far in securing those rights.
Thank you
Barbara Tyndall
North Pole

From: Colleen Evanco <colleenevanco@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 11:00 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Schedule and Support SB156

Please schedule and support SB 156 which protects citizens' right to privacy concerning health
and protects their freedom to make informed medical choices. This bill affirms the fundamental
American value of choice. If we are not free to make informed, voluntary decisions about
pharmaceutical products we are encouraged to take, then we are not free in any sense of the
word. By supporting this bill, we continue to protect the precedent of free choice set forth in our
great United States Constitution.
Your decision to postpone this bill speaks volumes as to how well you represent the Alaskan
people. I've never witnessed such a display of disconnect. Please do what is right in your heart
and schedule this highly supported bill, and stop letting people's hopes down.
Auke Bay Resident and mother

From: Ron Kruckenberg <namu@alaska.net>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 10:54 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156

Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins,



I’m asking you to do your duty to the citizens of our great state and pass this bill SB 156. It's the
right thing to do and it's our constitutional right to have freedom of choice. PERIOD!
Please support SB 156 which protects citizens' right to privacy concerning health and protects
their freedom to make informed medical choices. This bill affirms the fundamental American
value of choice. If we are not free to make informed, voluntary decisions about pharmaceutical
products we are encouraged to take, then we are not free in any sense of the word. By
supporting this bill, we continue to protect the precedent of free choice set forth in our great
United States Constitution.
Please support SB 156.
Ron Kruckenberg
namu@alaska.net <mailto:namu@alaska.net>
907-244-4300

From: sue ruffner <kma330@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 10:33 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156 vote to pass

Vote now to pass the medical freedom act bill, SB 156.
Do as the constitution says.
Freedom for the people

From: dgaleut7@aol.com
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 10:21 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Hearing for SB 156

Rep Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins;
I am an Alaskan tax paying voter and I am urging you to please set a hearing date and support
SB 156 which protects citizens' right to privacy concerning health and protects their freedom to
make informed medical choices.
This bill affirms the fundamental American value of choice.
If we are not free to make informed, voluntary decisions about pharmaceutical products we are
encouraged to take, then we are not free in any sense of the word.
By supporting this bill, we continue to protect the precedent of free choice set forth in our great
United States Constitution.
You are supposed to be a representative of the people, please represent us.
Please support SB 156.
Thank-you,
Guylene McKenzie
Dgaleut7@aol.com

From: kchansenak <kchansenak@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 9:59 AM

mailto:Dgaleut7@aol.com


To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Choice on sb156

Dear Joathan. I appreciate the great work you have done for us and ask you to allow Choice by
allowing SB156 to continue on for a vote. This will enhance your legacy and align with our
Democratic beliefs. Respectfully yours, Ken Hansen 9072424526

From: Carmen Durham <carmenjdurham@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 9:58 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156

Dear Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,
Please bring up to the table SB 156.
A born and raised Alaskan like yourself,
Mrs. Carmen Durham
1178 Skyline Dr
Fairbanks, Ak 99712
907.374.3475

From: Pursuit Happiness <happinesspursuit907@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 8:09 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Cc: Sen. Lora Reinbold; Madeleine Gaiser
Subject: SB156 Meeting with Senator Reinbold

Representative Kreiss-Thomkins, I request that you meet with Senator Reinbold in a timely
manner, and move SB156 forward for passage into law.
Your speedy consideration of this request is greatly appreciated.

From: shane steeves <steeves04@hotmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 7:15 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Freedom
Support sb156.

From: Sally Schafer <sals0919@me.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 3:07 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156

Please support SB 156 which protects citizens' right to privacy concerning health and protects
their freedom to make informed medical choices. This bill affirms the fundamental American
value of choice. If we are not free to make informed, voluntary decisions about pharmaceutical



products we are encouraged to take, then we are not free in any sense of the word. By
supporting this bill, we continue to protect the precedent of free choice set forth in our great
United States Constitution.
Sent from my iPhone

From: Diana Edwards <edwardsdianaj@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 8:30 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156

April 4, 2020
Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,
As nearly 50 year residents of Alaska and citizens of the United States of America who hold our
constitutional rights dearly, we earnestly urge you to schedule HB 156 for a hearing!  This bill
has the potential to preserve and uphold the freedoms and rights of all Alaskan citizens.  It
needs to be heard now!  Alaska could indeed be a leader for freedom and truth rather than just
another state that has fallen.  The horrors of what is happening in Australia and Canada should
send loud and clear alarm bells to citizens all over the world.
You were elected by people who believed you would be true to your position and work toward
the best interests of all Alaskans.  Again, we earnestly urge you to do the right thing and
schedule SB 156 for a hearing immediately.
Vaccine based discrimination is a recipe for disaster on many levels.  Families and friendships
have already been torn apart.  Everyone has been subjected to more than two long years of fear
mongering, shaming, and blaming. We have been coerced and bribed to take an experimental
injection, then accused if we refuse.  The suppression of efficacious COVID treatments plus the
vilification of world renowned doctors and medical experts who are trying to save lives has alone
cost countless lives so far.  The injection according to many medical experts is not safe or
effective!   COVID itself has shown to be a “virus” that for most people is easily treatable
especially with early intervention.   The focus from the beginning of the whole COVID
“pandemic” has been on vaccination, not on treatment, which sadly has also cost the lives of
thousands of citizens.  Unvaccinated people are not dangerous spreaders of COVID and should
never, ever, be treated as such.  Nor should anyone ever be discriminated against for personal
health choices including an experimental vaccine.
Please schedule this important bill, SB 156, for a hearing as soon as possible.
Thank you for your attention.
Mark and Diana Edwards
907-314-0748

edwardsdianaj@yahoo.com
Haines, Alaska

From: Janet Luce <Lucejanet132@outlook.com>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 7:33 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins



Subject: Vaccine mandates

As a constituent of your district , i would very much like it if you found time as the Alaskan
House of Representatives to bring the Senate Bill to do away with vaccine mandates so that
vulnerable people like young males don’t have to risk their health to get a job or go to college.
Vaccine mandates are unconstitutional.    Please find time to vote on this important issue.
Thank you.  Janet Luce.   Hoonah Ak
Sent from my iPad

From: Sheila Thacker <sheila@speedfury.com>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 6:59 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Cc: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins; Sen. Lora Reinbold; Sen. Click Bishop; Sen. Tom
Begich; Sen. Elvi Gray-Jackson; Sen. Lyman Hoffman; Sen. Shelley Hughes; Sen. Jesse Kiehl;
Sen. Peter Micciche; Sen. Robert Myers; Sen. Joshua Revak; Sen. Mike Shower; Sen. Bert
Stedman; Sen. Natasha Von Imhof; Sen. Bill Wielechowski; Sen. David Wilson; Sen. Mia
Costello; Sen. Roger Holland; Sen. Scott Kawasaki; Senate State Affairs; Jesse Thacker
Subject: Re: Support For Senate Bill 156, Sponsored by Sen. Lora Reinbold (R-Eagle
River)

Dear Representative,
Please forward this bill on to a vote. This information will be shared with our personal and
business connections State Wide with representatives who support or resist this legislation.
Sheila M. Thacker
Anchorage

From: Annette Roiko <annetteroiko@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 6:49 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Please hear and support SB 156

Please support SB 156 which protects citizens' right to privacy concerning health and protects
their freedom to make informed medical choices. This bill affirms the fundamental American
value of choice. If we are not free to make informed, voluntary decisions about pharmaceutical
products we are encouraged to take, then we are not free in any sense of the word. By
supporting this bill, we continue to protect the precedent of free choice set forth in our great
United States Constitution.
Please support SB 156.

From: LAVONNE BAYSINGER <glenbay@gci.net>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 6:23 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156

mailto:sheila@speedfury.com


Please bring SB 156 out of committee so it can be voted upon.  Glen & LaVonne Baysinger of
Fairbanks, AK.

From: Cody Bennett <cody@codyjbennett.com>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 4:45 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Cc: House State Affairs
Subject: SB156 SA Committee Hearing

Hello Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,
I am writing to request that SB156 (Non-Discrimination on COVID-19 Vaccination Status) be
scheduled and heard within the House State Affairs committee immediately.
It is unconscionable that even this week there are large scale events held in Juneau prohibiting
individuals who cannot receive the covid-19 vaccine. In concert with medical professionals
some Alaskans have chosen to not receive the covid-19 vaccine, which, despite following
medical guidance, they cannot now participate as they would have normally in past years. Note
that this paradigm has not existed in modern times for any other vaccine, nor does a 100%
covid-19 vaccinated population enjoy protections from exposure to, nor prevention of
transmission. An individual should not be required to show documentation of medical
procedures by non-medical personnel. Further, these current practices are hindering community
members from otherwise publically available services & vibrant arts opportunities.
Your action here is imperative. Please advise when it will be heard in committee.
Warm regards,
Cody Bennett
Juneau, AK

From: Jesse Thacker <jesse@allproak.com>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 2:20 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Cc: Sen. Lora Reinbold; Sen. Click Bishop; Sen. Tom Begich; Sen. Elvi Gray-Jackson; Sen.
Lyman Hoffman; Sen. Shelley Hughes; Sen. Jesse Kiehl; Sen. Peter Micciche; Sen. Robert
Myers; Sen. Joshua Revak; Sen. Mike Shower; Sen. Bert Stedman; Sen. Natasha Von Imhof;
Sen. Bill Wielechowski; Sen. David Wilson; Sen. Mia Costello; Sen. Roger Holland; Sen. Scott
Kawasaki; Senate State Affairs
Subject: Re: Support For Senate Bill 156, Sponsored by Sen. Lora Reinbold (R-Eagle
River)

Good Afternoon Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,
It has come to the attention of many people that there is a delay in allowing Senate Bill 156 to
move forward to a vote. It has been reported that the bill is being held up in your office with no
intent to move it forward.  As a legislator, elected by the people, the sworn duty of the legislator
is to represent the will of the people and to uphold the State of Alaska's Constitution which
closely mirrors our Nations Constitution.



The Declaration of Rights in Alaska's State Constitution, States: This constitution is dedicated to
the principles that all persons have a natural right to life, liberty, the pursuit of happiness, and
the enjoyment of the rewards of their own industry; that all persons are equal and entitled to
equal rights, opportunities, and protection under the law; and that all persons have
corresponding obligations to the people and to the State.
Due to the infringements of these rights over the last 2 years and the governments desire to
legislate through medicine and vocation, the necessity of Bill 156 becomes very clear.
If you are the cause of this delay, please do your part and move it forward. There is no long
standing legacy to be had in forestalling this bill, the bill could actually be one of the highlights of
your career. You can also claim to have pushed this bill forward and helped protect Alaskan's
rights. Whether you continue in politics or not, your legacy is all you have and people will
remember the choices you have made, even in the employment market.
Send this bill to vote.
Respectfully,
Jesse L. Thacker
Anchorage, AK

Attention Alaska State Legislature,

It has come to my attention that Senate Bill
156[https://www.akleg.gov/basis/Bill/Detail/32?Root=sb156], Sponsored by Sen. Lora Reinbold
(R-Eagle River) is introduced into the Alaska State Legislature. This bill will help protect Alaskan
Citizens right to make personal health choices for themselves and their loved ones. I support
Alaskans right to choose their own health care. I also do not wish to be pressured by outside
lobbyists, especially those of pharmaceutical company’s, nor State Governments Agencies in
mandating injection or ingestion of any drugs into my body or my family members. I implore you
to support Senate Bill 156 and keep Alaskan’s Free to make personal health care choices thus
also supporting our freedoms and right to medical privacy. I am a voter and I do vote regularly. I
have lived in Alaska over 30 years and shared this with everyone which is a lot of people.

Please let me know if you intend on supporting this bill or not.

Respectfully,
Jesse Thacker
Anchorage

From: Arktikos <Arktikos@protonmail.com>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 11:34 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Please allow SB156 to be voted on in the House

Honorable Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins.
As a lifelong 67 year resident of Alaska and a 17 year resident of Haines and Juneau I wanted
to reach out to you in support for SB 156 as a bill worthy of its bipartisan support. I firmly believe



that in all but the most extreme circumstances, that any drug offered by the government must be
a free choice without coercion of any kind. What we have now with the current virus and
vaccines is a failure of effectiveness, to a virus that doesn't meet the standards for the
emergency that has been declared because of it around the world. The vaccine doesn't work to
stop the spread of, nor infection with this virus. Because of their lack of long term effectiveness,
and liability to the drug companies, the argument as to whether it reduces severity of the
disease is marginal, and thus must absolutely be a personal choice. The fact that we are
starting yet another round  of boosters says that these shots offer only fleeting protection at
best. There is growing evidence that the vaccines actually are doing harm to our immune
systems is currently being ignored by media and health agencies, but for how long?
On a personal level, here in Haines I know of no one personally who has caught the virus that
wasn't vaccinated. Due to exercising MY RIGHT to refuse this or any other drug I don't agree to,
I have been shut out from going into Canada and traveling to my home town of Fairbanks to see
my relatives for a couple years now with no end in sight. I realize that this bill would do nothing
to the goings on in Canada, but for this side of the border we CAN set an example to the world
and do something to stop these mandates, to a vaccine with NO knowledge as to the long term
effects of these experimental drugs. If we have NO SAY in what gets injected into our bodies
then we don't live in a free society any longer and I genuinely fear for the future of our country,
and our world.
As more and more information comes out about not only the lack of efficacy, but the serious,
possibly life threatening short and eventually long term effects of these shots. It is an issue that
any politician would want to be on the right side of when the truth comes out.
Thank you for your reconsideration of this vital bill
Dave Nussbaumer
PO Box 995
Haines, AK 99827

From: Carmen Durham <carmenjdurham@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 10:17 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156

Dear Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,
Please bring up to the table SB 156.
A born and raised Alaskan like yourself,
Mrs. Carmen Durham
1178 Skyline Dr
Fairbanks, Ak 99712
907.374.34
From: francine reuter <reuterranch@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 2:55 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Pass on vacation discrimination bill



Please schedule a hearing and allow a vote for this bill!  We want to see how people voted.
Thank you
Francine Reuter
Sent from my iPhone

From: Jessica Warmbrodt <jessica.warmbrodt@protonmail.com>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 12:37 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156 - Let's move it along!

Hello Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,
I fully support SB 156, and I expect you to do your duty as an elected public servant and move
SB 156 along so that it can be voted on in the House. Please, consider my story and the
protections and positive impacts a bill like SB 156 could bring to my life.
I am a mother of two young children, a 2 year old daughter and a 1 year old son. Last year, my
husband was fired from his job for his medical status. I am a federal employee and have also
faced threats of termination (that have temporarily been paused by court order) because I wish
to keep my medical decisions private. Both of our jobs are desk jobs, fully able to perform
remotely as needed. Yet, we face termination based on our medical status when we are fully
able to "isolate" from our coworkers if our work judges community risk to be high. There are
easier ways to mitigate risk than employment discrimination based on medical status. Without
SB 156, there is a risk families like ours will be denied the ability to pay their mortgages. To feed
their families. This is wrong.
When I was transfered to the hospital due to complications during the birth of my son, I was
denied medically necessary care due to my medical status. I was transferred because after 40
hours of labor, my body was giving me the overwhelming urge to push but my body wasn't all
the way ready yet. I risked damaging myself and needing emergency surgery, and needed an
epidural to stop the pushing urge. In case you aren't familiar, when your body is trying to push a
baby out, fighting that urge to push is like trying to stop a runaway freight train with nothing but
mental determination. It's the hardest thing I have ever done. We knew from prenatal tests that
my son was going to be born with a congenital defect that would need specialist treatment in the
days immediately following birth. And these specialists were located in Anchorage, meaning I
would have to fly with my son while he was only 1-3 days old. We had no COVID symptoms,
and I had documented on my birth plan that I did not want to be COVID tested. If the test was a
false positive, we would not be able to fly to get the necessary treatment for my son. So when
the nurses at the hospital withheld the orders for my epidural until I "allowed" a COVID test
against my will, I couldn't help but feel coerced, bullied, and manhandled. Their reasoning for
forcing me into the test was solely to protect themselves, though they refused to wear higher
level PPE as an alternative to my declining the test. They even tried to kick my husband out,
even though policy said he was allowed to be there. The test was negative. And so was my birth
experience. If that test flagged a false positive (like so many of the high-cycle PCR tests), my
infant son's health care would have been in serious jepordy. If I had proved I was vaccinated, I
would not have been treated this way. I never want to go back to that hospital again, but it is my
only option here in Juneau.



Before you judge me for your assumptions about my medical status, I am a nursing mother, and
my family is not done growing. The vaccine has not been cleared for infant use, and instead has
shown increased risk of heart problems in young boys. There has been little information on how
the vaccine passes through breast milk. Furthermore, studies on female reproduction are not
set to conclude for another couple years. I have a degree in Biology, so I am not uneducated.
Regardless, we should all be able to make any and all personal medical decisions free from
coercion and threats.
This discrimination is wrong. And it is hurting people. SB 156 would provide us with needed
protection. Please, even if you don't agree with me, allow me and the people like me the dignity
of a voice. Move the bill on to the House for a vote by our elected representatives.
Thank you,
Jessica Warmbrodt
Juneau Resident
Sent from ProtonMail mobile

From: Keri Eggleston <kerimichon@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, April 3, 2022 9:10 PM
To: House State Affairs; Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156

Dear Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,
Thank you for your hard work and service in the legislature. I have especially admired and
appreciated your work in supporting Alaska Native Languages.
I?m a life-long Alaskan, currently living in Haines. I?m writing to you today in regard to Senate
Bill 156 “Prohibit COVID-19 vaccine discrimination”. Over the past two years we have
experienced an unprecedented loss of deeply personal choices in order to keep jobs, travel, and
participate in life; all under the guise of protection and safety. Given the fact that there is now
ample evidence which brings into question both the safety and effectiveness of the COVID-19
vaccinations, it is not reasonable nor ethical to restrict access to employment, travel, public
events and services, etc., based on one?s vaccination status. Alaska is a place where we live
and let live. No threat exists that warrants the kind of overreach into our personal lives that has
occurred in recent times. Although our constitutional rights and existing laws should already be
protecting us from being coerced to accept unwanted medical inverventions, Senate Bill 156
would further that protection. I am writing to ask that you and the House State Afairs committee
schedule this bill for a hearing. This bill is about protecting our health and our freedom.
Thank you again for your service.
Sincerely,
Keri Eggleston

From: Lisa Daugherty <lisamaybehere@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, April 3, 2022 8:23 PM
To: Rep. Andi Story; Rep. Sara Hannan; Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156



I am a concerned Juneau resident and I ask that you schedule SB 156 for a hearing, move it
through the necessary committees, and put it to the House floor for a vote by all members. I
appriated the bipartisan support for the bill in the Senate and urge to you support it as well.
There is no room for discrimination in our state, medical or otherwise. I fully support a person's
right to choose medical procedures for themselves, and I  fully oppose vaccination mandates
that prevent people from participation in schooling, employment, or public events.
Thank you for your service and for getting this legislation to move through the public process.
-Lisa Daugherty
Juneau resident

From: William Solberg <whalestail@live.com>
Sent: Sunday, April 3, 2022 4:44 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Vax discrimination Bill

Why are you not moving this bill? I think you'll find in the end that MOST voters support this bill.
You are mistaken in your thinking that you can just bury it. Eventually it will come back to haunt
you because  research is now coming out that the vaccines were quit harmful besides being
experimental. People need informed consent and to be able to decide for themselves without
being pressured.
Bill Solberg.

From: Julie Morgan <jaw99706@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, April 3, 2022 10:34 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

Dear Representative,
Please move this bill out of your committee. We Alaskans all have a right to see this bill on the
house floor for a vote.  Even though your not seeking re-election please do not end your tenure
as a lame duck.
Thanks so much for your consideration!
Julie Morgan
Sutton, Alaska
Sent from my iPhone

From: Joaquita Martin <joaquita87@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, April 3, 2022 10:03 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156

Rep. Kreiss-Tomkins;
It is absolutely unconscionable that you are holding up Sen. Reinbold-sponsored SB 156 in
committee.  With all that has been learned in recent months about the "vaccine", you know that



it will be pulled from the market once the FDA and CDC are flushed of the corruption within.
You and your colleagues who deny passage of SB 156 will also eventually be flushed out of
Alaska's legislature as more and more people learn the truth of these hideous death shots.
If you had one ounce of decency, you would be pushing this bill through with a bipartisan effort
to pass it post-haste.  The fact that you are not doing so exhibits your weakness and the
corruption of the political party you choose to hide behind.
You should be ashamed.
Joaquita Martin
Chugiak, AK

From: Ron Howard Jr. <ronjr@protonmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, April 3, 2022 9:25 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: HB 156

Good Morning,
I would encourage you to support SB 156, which, as you know, will make it illegal to withhold

services, employment, etc., for refusing a Covid vaccine. As much as I agree with this
sickness's severity, people must have their rights kept intact. I encourage you to hear this bill as
the constituents of this great state have asked by having their senators approve the bill with
bi-partisan support up to this point.
Ron Howard Jr.

From: Carmen Durham <carmenjdurham@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, April 2, 2022 8:47 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156

Dear Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,
Please bring up to the table SB 156.
A born and raised Alaskan like yourself,
Mrs. Carmen Durham
1178 Skyline Dr
Fairbanks, Ak 99712
907.374.3475

From: dorothy deblauw <thedeblauws@yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, April 2, 2022 6:33 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156

Dear Senator Jonathan Kreiss-Tompkins,



Please schedule SB 156 for a hearing.  Please give your House State Affairs committee an
opportunity to pass the bill out of committee, so it can reach the House floor for a full vote of the
members.
Please do not let this bill languish.  Please step up and allow this bill full measure of the
process.
Thank you.
Dorothy DeBlauw
Sent from my iPhone

From: Hercules <hercules@mtaonline.net>
Sent: Saturday, April 2, 2022 5:10 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Vaxx discrimination

It seems that you may have a part in blocking SB 156.
Would you care to tell me why
Charles Balzarini
Sent from my iPhone

From: Banner Fish <bannerfish@alaska.net>
Sent: Saturday, April 2, 2022 11:41 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156

Dear Representative Kreiss-Tomkins

I speak for all members of my family, including the growing numbers of aware citizens of my
community- Please give SB 156 a hearing, and a chance to go to the floor for a vote.
Sincerely, Dan Farren
Homer, Alaska
Sent from my iPad

From: Arlene Rasic <rasic@mtaonline.net>
Sent: Saturday, April 2, 2022 9:26 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

It is important for you to move SB156 ahead to let ore representatives vote on this issue. This
bill can help prevent further discrimination among citizens.
Representatives have the right to vote in this issue, please move it out of committee.
Thank you
Arlene

From: Renee Eidem <cowgirlup4560@gmail.com>



Sent: Saturday, April 2, 2022 7:20 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156

Sen Kreiss-Tomkins:
It has come to my attention that you are not allowing a very important Bill to be discussed and
pushed forward in a committee that you chair. This bill is very important to the freedom from
medical tyranny, by all Alaskans, and deserves to be heard and pushed forward. As a person
who has taken an oath to be a public servant and promote issues that are in the best interest of
Alaskans, I ask that you schedule SB 156 for a hearing, and then give your House State Affairs
Committee an opportunity to pass the bill out of the committee so it can reach the House floor
for a full vote of all the members.
It is your duty as a public official to do proper research and get the facts about what this vaccine
is doing to people so that you are making wise, informed decisions for Alaskans.
If you are enamored by Yuval Harari, Klaus Schwab, George Soros, Bill Gates, Anthony Fauci
(and the list goes on) agenda, you are making this world an absolute miserable place to live and
need to be replaced. GET EDUCATED. Do your research and quit going along with these
psychopaths.
Respectfully Submitted,
Renee Eidem
PO Box 21
Homer, AK  99603-0021
907-299-7032

From: Aaron <alberger629@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 8:35 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Support SB156

My name is Aaron Berger. I am an Alaska resident. Please do not stand in the way of SB156.
People have the right to medical choice. Let alaska heal from the last 2 years of division.

From: Brandi <mrsbfleshman@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 7:55 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: HB 156

Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,
I am contacting you in regards to House Bill 156, which aims to protect Alaskan citizens from
being denied goods, services or livelihood for declining to take the experimental Covid-19
vaccine.  The new and experimental mRNA vaccines may be seen as something of a medical
miracle by some, but by others who are more cautious, the speed with which they were
developed, the paucity of safety data, and the way that they are being pushed so heavily on
everyone regardless of health or risk status is something to be concerned about. HB 156 is an



important step for Alaska's legislators to take to prevent the discrimination and abuse of
individuals who cannot, or choose not to, be inoculated with this new and experimental medical
treatment. Every Alaskan should have the right to work and engage in society without fear of
discrimination on the basis of their personal medical choices, and those medical choices should
remain private. Please do the right thing in making sure this bill goes to the house floor for a
vote as soon as possible. And if you care at all about the civil rights of Alaskans, then please
vote to pass this bill and make it law.
Sincerely,
Brandi Fleshman

From: Chelsea Haponski <pfeiferc1@msn.com>
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 6:55 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156 must be heard in the House

Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,
I am writing you to encourage you to help get SB 156 to committee/the house floor for a vote
this session. It has already passed the Senate and it is important to all Alaskans. I have known
too many Alaskans who have lost employment or cannot get employed because of personal,
religious, or medical reasons regarding the COVID-19 vaccine. Never in the history of medicine
have we forced the same medical procedure on every American without exception. We should
not start now. As Alaskans, we should be allowed to decide for ourselves what we need to do
for our health. Please help get this bill out for a vote so that we can get it to the Governor’s desk
this session.
Yours in Health,
Chelsea Haponski DC

From: Francesca A <frescachez@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 5:12 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Sb 156

We want Sb 156 to be heard and voted on.   Stop the games.
Discrimination of any kind should not be tolerated.
Sent from my iPhone

From: Karen Barnett <kab73509@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 5:05 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Anti Vaccine bill

Please do your job and pass this bill through to be voted on by the members that were elected
to do our states business.
Thank you



Karen Barnett, Wasilla

From: Patrick Dalton <daltonlogshells@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 4:59 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156 please provide public discussion

Dear Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,
I would like to participate in teleconference discussions.  I am for this bill(SB156).  Everyone
should be able to air their opinions on this issue.
Thank you,
Patrick Dalton
Delta Junction, AK
(907)803-0092

From: eluteran@mtaonline.net
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 2:18 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

Dear Representative Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins,
As a 46-year resident of this great state, I strongly urge you to support SB156.  It is time to end
the vaccine mandate madness.  Besides, it is unethical to impose forced inoculations of an
“experimental” vaccine -- with an attached threat to one’s livelihood.  Let’s now move on with
higher priority state matters -- by putting an end to this nonsense.
Respectfully yours,
Edward B. Luteran
District 9, Fishhook Precinct
Wasilla, AK

From: Doug Tallon <doug.tallon@icloud.com>
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 1:25 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Vaccine Mandy

I am opposed to any vaccine Mandate . If the government forces a shot on me or mine . It will
be an act of war
Sent from my iPhone

From: Marty Kincaid <marty@mtaonline.net>
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 11:11 AM
To: House State Affairs
Cc: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156



Dear Representatives,
Please allow SB156 to move through your committee.  The whole Covid pandemic has divided
the country, our beloved state and even families.  The swirl of misinformation has a life form of
it's own.  Please let this bill pass through.  The question then has to be asked "Why not?"  What
is there to fear?  I am a life long Alaskan of 67 years and was taught to think for myself, gather
as much information as possible and then make my decision.  If it was wrong, then adjust
accordingly.  Now that there is a plethora of information from all around the world, I would say
some of the nation and state's decisions were wrong and it's time to make a course correction.
A small party of seven should not be the totalitarian voice of all Alaskans.
Thank you,
Marty Kincaid
10085 N. Promise Circle
Palmer, AK  99645

From: Melinda Osburn <momeisterak@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 11:10 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156

I am writing today to ask you to bring this bill forward for discussion in your committee and to the
House of Representatives for a vote.
This bill clearly states that no government or private entity can deny goods, services or
livelihood from an Alaskan who declines to take experimental covid shots. There should be no
controversy here: an individual’s freedom to choose is being defended.
Surely every legislator has seen the stack of letters and emails written by Alaskans in support of
this legislation. It is evident that a majority of Alaskans are in favor of seeing this bill advance.
I’m calling on you as chairman of the House State Affairs Committee to bring this bill an
opportunity to pass out of committee and on to the House floor for a vote by all members.
Thank you,
Melinda Osburn
7710 Jason Place
Anchorage, AK 99502
Alaska resident since 1959

From: DBBC-PC <pulpitcommittee@dimondbaptistak.org>
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 10:50 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156

Honorable Representative Kreiss-Tompkins,



I am writing with respect to SB 156 which was just passed by the State Senate. I understand it
now goes to the State House State Affairs Committee which you chair. I am asking you to give
this bill a hearing in your Committee and be voted on.
At the beginning of the COVID pandemic, much was unknown about its severity and mortality,
so strict measures were in order. But governments in general have used this as an excuse to
restrict fundamental rights and we must not allow that to stand. With elections coming this fall, I
think every Alaskan voter has a right to know where his Senator AND Representative stand on
this issue, and I urge you to help push this bill to a vote in the State House.
Best regards,
John Hawkins
Anchorage

From: Terrie Zehrung <TZ@ezllc.biz>
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 10:09 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

PLEASE GET THIS BILL OUT OF YOUR COMMITTEE AND ON TO THE FULL HOUSE
FLOOR FOR A VOTE!
Please do your job AND NOT MAKE THIS A ONE MAN SHOW!!
Common sense needs to prevail.
Thank you,
Terrie Zehrung

From: GENE MOYER <ogem55@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 9:56 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Get SB 156 out of your hold up

Olen Moyer 9076900830
Sent from my iPhone

From: Alisha <alisha@profounding.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2022 3:39 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156 seems to still be in your committee

Are you sure you want to stand on the one-size fits all medical intervention by mandate side
instead of the individual personalized medical intervention by choice side. I think that vaccines
are great and they should be available for all who have decided that the vaccine option is best
for them.
I have had unique and not so pleasant adverse side effect from multiple medicines and
intervention which are safe for the majority of the public so for my own personal safety and the
safety of the other unique individuals with personal and unique medical histories,  I have to be



on the individual personalized medical intervention by choice side.  I am sorry to say I am not
willing to live through those adverse reaction again so that some medical provider can
document them so that my government will not think I am lying, or that it was all in my head, or
the most disheartening of all that I am just part of some conspiracy theory which has been fed
misinformation.
Please help protect me from one-size fits all medical mandates. That can be used to
discriminate against me just because  I want to be able to make my own health divisions based
on my own medical history and be responsible for living with my decisions and not being forced
to live with the results of a one-side fits all mandated approach to medicine.
We all have unique individual DNA and my DNA seems to make me prone to having negative
side effect to odd  and seemingly safe things -shouldn’t I be able to use this knowledge about
myself to make personal heath choices without the fear that my government will discriminate
against me for wanting to make those personal choices myself.
There is no 100% guarantee in this life we all are just trying to do the best that we can.
I do not personally believe in abortions but I was willing to agree with the argument of my body
my choice but I guess the my body my choice argument is no longer valid. Now it is your body is
subject to any presidential executive orders. Because as my president said on pubic televisions
“there is not excuse for being unvaccinated” so  I can not use the  my body my choice excuse
for medical mandates and no one will be able to use that excuse for any other medical mandate
that a president decides to place in an executive order. What a scary thought. I guess I can
always hope that the next one will not have the possibility of causing me great harm and
discomfort.
Please move SB156 forward so that I can feel that not all government officials believe that
one-size fits all medial mandates are better that individual personalized medical choices.
Thank you
Alisha Asplund
District D8

From: Victoria Sternhagen <victoriasternhagen@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2022 1:03 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

Good Afternoon Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,
As a young, hardworking, Alaskan woman my freedom is very important to me. I strongly
believe that what gets injected into my veins should not be the decision of the government!
Covid 19 vaccine mandates violate the rights of every Alaskan. It is imperative that state law
protects Alaskans from coercion
and medical discrimination!
Please schedule SB156 to be heard in state affairs immediately!

Sincerely, Victoria Sternhagen

victoriasternhagen@gmail.com <mailto:victoriasternhagen@gmail.com>



(907) 414-5652

From: Steve <cash66smf@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2022 12:48 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

Representative Kreisler-Tompkins,
Senate Bill 156 provides indisputable rights for all Alaskans with their choices for medical
freedom concerning the Covid-19 vaccine. It reaffirms the override of our god given and
constitutional reinforcement of rights to chose what we want to put into our bodies by
disallowing the forced mandates.
This Bill needs to be brought to the floor of your committee. Public comment has to be allowed
to be heard. You can stop the damage that these illegal mandates and forced vaccines are
doing to all Alaskans. The demand to get an emergency use vaccination or lose your rights to
participate in society must be stopped now.
This is a monumental Bill for Civil rights please support it and encourage the passage for the
good of all.
Cindy Fuller

From: Christy Montero <mavacat@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2022 9:38 AM
To: Rep. Louise Stutes; Rep. Matt Claman; House State Affairs; Rep. Jonathan
Kreiss-Tomkins; Sen. David Wilson; Sen. Natasha Von Imhof; Sen. Bill Wielechowski; Sen. Gary
Stevens; Sen. Bert Stedman; Sen. Mike Shower; Sen. Joshua Revak; Sen. Donny Olson; Sen.
Robert Myers; Sen. Peter Micciche; Sen. Jesse Kiehl; Sen. Scott Kawasaki; Sen. Shelley
Hughes; Sen. Roger Holland; Sen. Lyman Hoffman; Sen. Elvi Gray-Jackson; Sen. Mia Costello;
Sen. Click Bishop; Sen. Tom Begich; Sen. Lora Reinbold
Subject: please consponsor the sb156

Please support  sb156 co sponsor it it protects you and  people.. DOnt let it die in the committee
please  think of your freedom! thank you!  Save ALASKA!
christy montero
mavacat@gmail.com <mailto:mavacat@gmail.com>

From: Russell Hedden <hedden2ak@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2022 9:31 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Cc: Elaine Hedden
Subject: SB156

Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,



COVID-19 vaccine mandates violate the rights of every Alaskan. It is imperative that state law
protects Alaskans against coercion and medical discrimination! Please schedule Senate Bill 156
to be heard in State Affairs immediately.
Russell Hedden III
Eagle River, AK

From: Lauren Pruett <leonard99@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2022 8:45 AM
To: Rep. Chris Tuck; Rep. Louise Stutes; Rep. Cathy Tilton; Rep. Ben Carpenter; Rep. Matt
Claman; Rep. Mike Cronk; Rep. Harriet Drummond; Rep. David Eastman; Rep. Zack Fields;
Rep. Bryce Edgmon; Rep. Neal Foster; Rep. Ronald Gillham; Rep. Sara Hannan; Rep. Grier
Hopkins; Rep. DeLena Johnson; Rep. Andy Josephson; Rep. James Kaufman; Rep. Jonathan
Kreiss-Tomkins; Rep. Christopher Kurka; Rep. Bart LeBon; Rep. Kevin McCabe; Rep. Ken
McCarty; Rep. Thomas McKay; Rep. Kelly Merrick; Rep. David Nelson; Rep. Daniel Ortiz; Rep.
Josiah Patkotak; Rep. Mike Prax; Rep. Sara Rasmussen; Rep. George Rauscher; Rep. Calvin
Schrage; Rep. Laddie Shaw; Rep. Liz Snyder; Rep. Ivy Spohnholz; Rep. Andi Story; Rep.
Geran Tarr; Rep. Steve Thompson; Rep. Sarah Vance; Rep. Adam Wool; Rep. Tiffany Zulkosky
Subject: SUPPORT SB 156

ATTN Alaskan State Representatives,
I am contacting you to express my concerns regarding the Senate Bill 156 that protects our
right to privacy concerning health and protects our freedom. A choice of whether one chooses to
be vaccinated should remain between a family and their doctor. Medical procedures must
remain a choice, especially procedures with known risks.
Vaccines are chemically synthesized biopharmaceuticals with known and documented side
effects that include permanent injury and death. Forcing such a procedure on a non-consenting
individual that carries the risk of injury or death, no matter how small that chance may be, is
unethical and incomprehensible. We must protect our citizens from such a tyrannical measure.
Federal and state law on this point stem from the first principle of the Nuremberg Code that the
human subject be “so situated as to be able to exercise free power of choice without undue
inducement or any element of force, fraud, deceit, duress, or other forms of constraint or
coercion.” This is a line that cannot be blurred. Consent of the individual must be protected.
Anything else is tyranny.
These rights are already protected under HIPAA. HIPAA neither authorizes nor permits the
disclosure of any medical records. Breaking current statutes and laws in place to protect the
individual freedom and privacy sets a dangerous precedent. We must not go down this road!
Please vote to protect our God-given and Constitutional rights.
This bill affirms the fundamental American value of choice. If we are not free to make informed,
voluntary decisions about which pharmaceutical products we are willing to take, then we are not
free in any sense of the word. If we pass this bill, we protect the precedent set forth in our great
Unites States Constitution.
Please support SB 156.
Thank you,
Dr. Lauren Pruett



From: Wes Tyler <wes_milling@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2022 8:28 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SENATE BILL 156

We support Senate Bill 156 and want to see it scheduled on the house floor soon!
We believe that we have Constitutional rights that must be protected from administrative
overreach.
Thanks!
Wes
Wes and Sue Tyler
PO Box 370
Hoonah, AK 99829
907-723-1722 Cell Phone

From: Shannon <icquen@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2022 6:06 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

A few sitting in chairs in Juneau should NOT hold power over our freedoms. Uphold the
constitution your swore to abide by.  Pass SB156!
Shannon Smith
Alaska resident

From: Mary Bartz <bartz_mary@icloud.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 12:40 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Sb156

Hello,
Please schedule Sb156 for a hearing this is an important topic for Alaskans.
Thank you !
Mary Bartz
9073516684
Sent from my iPhone

From: david wheeler <davidewheeler@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 3:09 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins

I support SB156



From: Martha Lee <mleek12@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 1:39 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

Dear representative Tompkins,
Please schedule SB 156 on the house floor for:
medical freedom with informed consent
Prohibit discrimination
Not FDA approved, experimental vaccine
Vaccines do not stop transmission
Companies have never been able to do this before it’s simply encourages Current laws already
in place
Mandates ignore natural immunity
Nuremberg violations ( US is signatory of)
Medical ethics abandoned
Thank you for getting this done.
Sincerely
Martha Lee
Sent from my iPhone

From: Office Manager <OfficeManager@naturalmedak.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:26 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Please schedule Senate Bill 156 Prohibiting Vaccine Discrimination to be heard
in State Affairs immediately!

Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,
I am writing to request that you please schedule Senate Bill 156 Prohibiting Vaccine
Discrimination to be heard in State Affairs immediately.
Alaskan’s have the right to choose and to not be discriminated against for their choices.
COVID-19 vaccine mandates violate these rights.
It is imperative that State law protects Alaskans against coercion and medical discrimination!
So again, please schedule Senate Bill 156 to be heard in State Affairs immediately.
Thank you for all you do on the behalf of Alaskans.
Sherry Miller
Office Manager/Certified Medical Assistant
907-694-5522
907-694-5524(f)
The information contained in this transmission may contain privileged and confidential
information, including patient information protected by federal and state privacy laws. It is
intended only for the use of the person(s) named above. If you are not the intended recipient,
you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination, distribution, or duplication of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the



sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message.  The Center for Natural
Medicine, Inc will not, therefore, be liable for the message if modified.

From: Dan Young <eagledoc@naturalmedak.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:16 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Please schedule Senate Bill 156 Prohibiting Vaccine Discrimination to be heard
in State Affairs immediately!

Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,
I am writing to request that you please schedule Senate Bill 156 Prohibiting Vaccine
Discrimination to be heard in State Affairs immediately.
Alaskan’s have the right to choose and to not be discriminated against for their choices.
COVID-19 vaccine mandates violate these rights.
It is imperative that State law protects Alaskans against coercion and medical discrimination!
So again, please schedule Senate Bill 156 to be heard in State Affairs immediately.
Thank you for all you do on the behalf of Alaskans.
Sincerely, and
In health,
Dr. Dan
Center for Natural Medicine, Inc.
16844 Easy Street
Eagle River, Alaska 99577
***CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information contained in this email message, including
attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s), and may contain confidential and
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If
you are not the intended recipient and have received this communication in error, please contact
the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message. ***

From: J Abu <jlabu129@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 8:46 AM
To: Rep. Chris Tuck
Subject: SUPPORT SB 156

ATTN Alaskan Representative OR Senator
I am contacting you to express my support for Senate Bill 156, it protects our right to health
privacy and safeguards our freedoms. The choice of whether a person chooses to be
vaccinated should remain between a family and their doctor. Medical procedures must remain a
choice, especially ones with known health risks.
The experimental mRNA COVID “vaccines” are a new technology that have not gone through
the lengthy process of proving their safety and efficacy. Long term side effects are still unknown;
however, we now know of many highly concerning and permanent short term side effects,
including death. Forcing this procedure on non-consenting individuals is unethical and



incomprehensible. We must protect the citizens of our state from tyrannical measures such as
forced vaccination with an experimental “vaccine”.
Federal and state law are codified in the first principle of the Nuremberg Code which states that
the human subject be “so situated as to be able to exercise free power of choice without undue
inducement or any element of force, fraud, deceit, duress, or other forms of constraint or
coercion.” This is a line that cannot be blurred. Consent of the individual must be protected.
Anything else is tyranny.
These rights are already protected under HIPAA which neither authorizes nor permits the
disclosure of any medical records. Breaking current laws already set in place to protect an
individual’s freedom and privacy sets a dangerous precedent. We must not go down this road!
Please vote to protect our God-given and Constitutional rights.
This bill affirms the fundamental American right to freedom of choice. If we are not free to make
informed, voluntary decisions about which pharmaceutical products we put in our bodies, then
we are not free at all. By passing this bill, you will protect and affirm the precedents set forth in
the United States Constitution.
Please support SB 156.
Thank you,
Jessica Abu
United State Army Veteran, former combat medic

From: Bill Teague <whteague@protonmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 8:34 AM
To: Rep. Chris Tuck; Rep. Louise Stutes; Rep. Cathy Tilton;
Representative.BenCarpenter@akleg.gov; Rep. Matt Claman; Rep. Mike Cronk; Rep. Harriet
Drummond; Rep. David Eastman; Rep. Zack Fields; Rep. Bryce Edgmon; Rep. Neal Foster;
Rep. Ronald Gillham; Rep. Sara Hannan; Rep. Grier Hopkins; Rep. DeLena Johnson; Rep.
Andy Josephson; Rep. James Kaufman; Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins; Rep. Christopher
Kurka; Rep. Bart LeBon; Rep. Kevin McCabe; Rep. Ken McCarty; Rep. Thomas McKay; Rep.
Kelly Merrick; Rep. David Nelson; Rep. Daniel Ortiz; Rep. Josiah Patkotak; Rep. Mike Prax;
Rep. Sara Rasmussen; Rep. George Rauscher; Rep. Calvin Schrage; Rep. Laddie Shaw; Rep.
Liz Snyder; Rep. Ivy Spohnholz; Rep. Andi Story; Rep. Geran Tarr; Rep. Steve Thompson; Rep.
Sarah Vance; Rep. Adam Wool; Rep. Tiffany Zulkosky
Subject: SB 156

!!!PLEASE!!! ... Sir and Lady Representatives of Alaska
Don't let the *big*-$$$$-HOSPITAL-LOBBY-BRIBE keep you from doing what {{{{YOU
KNOW}}}} in your {{{HEART}}} is the {{{RIGHT THING}}} to do for the {{{PEOPLE}}} of Alaska!!
SUPPORT SB156
thank you
Bill Teague
"Come now, and let us reason together, saith the LORD" Isa1:18

From: Jess Lombardi <lombardijess@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2022 9:14 AM



To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Health & Freedom First

ATTN Alaska State Representatives,
I am contacting you to express my concerns regarding the Senate Bill 156 that protects our
right to privacy concerning health and protects our freedom. A choice of whether one chooses to
be vaccinated should remain between a family and their doctor. Medical procedures must
remain a choice, especially procedures with known risks.
Vaccines are chemically synthesized biopharmaceuticals with known and documented side
effects that include permanent injury and death. Forcing such a procedure on a non-consenting
individual that carries the risk of injury or death, no matter how small that chance may be, is
unethical and incomprehensible. We must protect our citizens from such a tyrannical measure.
Federal and state law on this point stem from the first principle of the Nuremberg Code that the
human subject be “so situated as to be able to exercise free power of choice without undue
inducement or any element of force, fraud, deceit, duress, or other forms of constraint or
coercion.” This is a line that cannot be blurred. Consent of the individual must be protected.
Anything else is tyranny.
These rights are already protected under HIPAA. HIPAA neither authorizes nor permits the
disclosure of any medical records. Breaking current statutes and laws in place to protect the
individual freedom and privacy sets a dangerous precedent. We must not go down this road!
Please vote to protect our God-given and Constitutional rights.
This bill affirms the fundamental American value of choice. If we are not free to make informed,
voluntary decisions about which pharmaceutical products we are willing to take, then we are not
free in any sense of the word. If we pass this bill, we protect the precedent set forth in our great
United States Constitution.
Please support SB 156.
Thank you,
Jessica Lombardi

From: MELVIN STEINBERG <melman@mtaonline.net>
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2022 7:46 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins; Rep. Matt Claman; Rep. Kelly Merrick; Rep. Ken
McCarty
Cc: House State Affairs
Subject: Support for SB156

Thank you for taking the time to hear from Alaskans on this important piece of legislation. I have
supported its passage through the Senate and would like for it to be heard in the House. This
bill is critical for Alaskans to maintain their constitutional freedom. Too many people have been
discriminated against because of their vaccination status. Many have lost their jobs and those
who would "Follow the Science" should recognize that the so called Covid 19 Vaccine does not
stop the transmission, nor does it keep anyone from contracting it. Those with natural immunity
are actually found to have better resistance to Covid 19 than the vaccinated. Regardless of
where you fall in your belief on the vaccine, nobody has the right to mandate an experimental



medical procedure in order to work, or take care of your family. This bill strengthens our rights
under the state and federal constitution.
Please schedule this bill for review as soon as possible. We need this to pass to protect people
in Alaska against rank discrimination. If any of you would like to discuss this further, please feel
free to contact me directly any time. Thank you for your consideration,
Mel Steinberg
17227 Bear Paw Circle
Eagle River, AK 99577
907-863-5507
melman@mtaonline.net

From: Russell Hedden <hedden2ak@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2022 7:35 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Support SB156

I’m urging you to support SB156 that would protect Alaskan’s from COVID-19 vaccine
discrimination.
Russell Hedden III
Eagle River, AK

From: Barb Melland <holymusic55@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2022 7:19 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156

I support SB 156 please schedule a hearing on it in state affairs committee ASAP

From: Barb Melland <holymusic55@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2022 7:16 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156

I support SB 156 please schedule it along

From: Virginia Burke <theginnyb67@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, March 27, 2022 9:08 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

Please schedule SB156 for a hearing. It impacts Alaskan’s health, financial wellbeing and
constitutional  freedoms.

From: Questa Harper <qlharper@alaska.edu>

mailto:melman@mtaonline.net


Sent: Saturday, March 26, 2022 4:56 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Schedule SB 156 for Hearing

Dear Representative Kreiss-Tompkins,
Please schedule SB 156 for hearing as soon as possible.  This bill will be of benefit to our state
and its citizens.
Sincerely,
Questa L. Harper

From: Isaac Mccann <mccanns8@yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, March 26, 2022 3:08 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156 needs to be scheduled in State Affairs

Dear  Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,
I urge you to have Bill SB156 scheduled for a hearing in the House State Affairs committee as
soon as possible.
Protect Alaskans against coercion and medical discrimination!
Respectfully,
Isaac McCann
Juneau, AK

From: Colleen Evanco <colleenevanco@yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, March 26, 2022 10:26 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins; Rep. Matt Claman; House State Affairs
Subject: Schedule SB156 to Prohibit COVID-19 Vaccine Discrimination

Please schedule SB156, Prohibit COVID-19 Vaccine Discrimination for hearing.
Thank you for listening to Alaskans and for supporting our freedoms for our future generations.
Sincerely,
Colleen Evanco, a Juneau resident

From: Clyde Marcellus <clyde.marcellus@outlook.com>
Sent: Saturday, March 26, 2022 9:51 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: schedule SB156, Prohibit Covid Vaccine Discrimination for hearing

I am contacting the House State Affairs Committee to request that you schedule SB156, Prohibit
Covid Vaccine Discrimination for hearing.
SB 156 needs to be heard in this committee before it can move on to the Health and Social
Services Committee.

From: kathy.truenorth <kathy.truenorth@protonmail.com>



Sent: Saturday, March 26, 2022 1:15 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: State Affairs - SB 156 - Schedule Immediately

Dear Representative Kreiss-Tomkins
As an Alaskan, I am contacting you with the following request: Please schedule Senate Bill 156
to be heard in State Affairs immediately. COVID-19 vaccine mandates violate the rights of every
Alaskan resident. It is imperative that state law protects Alaskans against coercion and medical
discrimination! Thank you for your swift attention to this request.
Sincerely,
Kathy Harris

From: Sally Schafer <sals0919@me.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 11:10 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins

Please support medical freedom , personal choice, stopping discrimination and harassment of
those who have medical and religious exemptions.
Sent from my iPhone

From: Matthias Sartorius <sartoriusmatthias@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 9:00 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

Sir,
I am asking that SB156 gets scheduled in State Affairs immediately.
Thank you for your attention and best regards,
Matthias F. Sartorius

From: Denise Chalfant <xraychalfant@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 7:44 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Support SB 156

Please support SB 156.  Many people including myself will not travel to Alaska is this doesn’t
pass.
I’ve been once but that may be my last if this bill isn’t supported!
Thank you!
Denise C
Sent from my iPhone

From: Patty Heyano <patheyano@protonmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 6:16 PM



To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,
Covid-19 vaccine mandates violate the rights of every Alaskan. It is imperative that state law
protects Alaskans against coercion and medical discrimination! Please schedule Senate Bill 156
to be heard in State Affairs immediately.
Thank you, your action is greatly appreciated.
Patricia Heyano
907-842-0370
PO Box 83
Aleknagik, AK 99555
patheyano@protonmail.com

From: Natalie Phelps <njldc@juno.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 4:35 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Schedule SB156

Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,
COVID-19 vaccine mandates violate the rights of every Alaskan. It is imperative that state law
protects Alaskans against coercion and medical discrimination! Please schedule Senate Bill 156
to be heard in State Affairs immediately.  Please do not let this bill die as it is essential to our
freedoms as Alaskans to be able to make the medical decisions that are right for ourselves and
our families.
Thank you for your immediate attention to this matter.
Respectfully submitted,
Natalie Jo Phelps
2441 S Coggin Drive
Palmer, AK 99645
907-357-3735
njldc@juno.com

From: Aileen Cotter <acotter1954@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 4:00 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156

Schedule SB156 asap! NO vaccine discrimination!
Sincerely
Ella Cottet
NP
Sent from my iPhone

mailto:njldc@juno.com


From: Lyndsey Sanchez <lyndseysanchez@aol.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 3:51 PM
To: House State Affairs; Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins; Rep. Louise Stutes; Rep. Matt
Claman; Rep. Ken McCarty; Rep. Sarah Vance; Rep. Ben Carpenter; Rep. Christopher Kurka;
Rep. David Eastman; Rep. Bryce Edgmon; Rep. Harriet Drummond; Rep. Sara Rasmussen;
Rep. Laddie Shaw; Rep. Liz Snyder; Rep. Tiffany Zulkosky
Subject: My Testimony on SB 156

I also write in support of SB 156. It's a shame that there needs to be a law like this even
introduced in order to reinforce our already existing freedom from medical and religious tyranny.
We shouldn't be living of such threats and in fear like we have for the last 2 years with our
freedoms being threatened, restricted, and suspended. Never in my life did I think I would see
experience this in America. If I had known my country would do this to its people, I never would
have signed up to defend her after 9-11. I don't know that living under the tyranny of someone
like Saddam Hussein would be much worse than the trend away from freedom that we're seeing
now. We all see where this is going. For many years we warned that vaccine mandates would
be threatened and pushed on us, and we were called conspiracy theorists, but here we are.
Maybe tryannical governments in the past have established precedent with vaccine mandates
and restrictions on freedoms for various reasons, including health concerns, but there is also
precedent of mass genocide by tyrannical governments when the people would not comply with
their immoral demands, so precedent does not make something established, moral, or
acceptable, in our present, or our future.
I choose to not take the vaccine on religious grounds, as my body is my Temple, and I do not
desire to defile it with what I, due my religious beliefs, deem to be toxic. My God, who is my
Creator, is my Healer, and my Protector. Full stop. I only want to put into my body what I believe
He deems to be acceptable in my Temple. I don't know whether this vaccine or its passports
could be the dreaded mark of the beast, but see as how religious convictions are being tested
with it, and people have been imprisoned with lockdowns, forced to cover their faces and
airways, not allowed to go shopping or open their businesses to make an income, all in order to
pressure them to comply, I see how it could be, so no thank you, because we all know what the
Bible says about those who take that mark! If you don't know, it would behoove you to open a
Bible and look it up! I also, and some of my family members, have in the past had harmful
reactions to vaccinations, including developing lumps, allergies to foods like fish and nuts,
hearing loss, seizures, dangerously high fever, severe respiratory infections such as
pneumonia, etc... I shutter to think what else may come down the road as a result of years and
generations of vaccinations. I have such severe drops in blood pressure when presented with
needles that I have several times passed out while giving blood and being given IVs, that I once
was ordered by a doctor to never give blood again because the last time I gave blood he said he
could not find a pulse and I did not seem to be breathing. He said it was not easy regaining my
vitals and he at one point became very concerned that I might not regain consciousness that
day. Looking back on the MANY and TRAUMATIC experiences I had after receiving medical
"care", I later decided it best to leave my health and life to my Creator going forward, and that
decision has worked out very well for me for the last decade, and I have not used my "free"
medical veteran "benefits" since. If only my husband and I were paid more $ for our service



instead of being offered "free" medical pork, which we pay with our taxes and effects on our
health, so not really free, that hasn't help us a bit in the end!
We should all treat others as we want others to treat us. I believe in the Golden Rule. I do not
ask or force others to put what they believe to be dangerous toxins into their own bodies for my
sake, and I do not appreciate anyone trying to force that on me, whether by holding me down or
starving me or restricting my freedom to buy, sell, trade, shop for food, travel, or socialize and
gather, the same extant as those who choose to be injected with substances that they believe to
protect them, even though facts show the injected are becoming infected with Covid and
transmitting it as much as those not receiving an injection. The argument for forced and coerced
vaccinations on the unwilling or less willing has been that it will protect others, stop the spread,
and eradicate the virus. This has proven to be untrue because even the boosted and fully
vaxxed are still getting it and passing it on at nearly the same rate as those who refuse the jab,
so why push this when we know it will not do what it was advertised to do from the beginning?
Some admit this, and now say that one is less likely to die if they are vaccinated. What if I'm
prepared for that knowing that we all die someday? What do you care how I die, whether it's
from Covid, old age, or a car accident? Why shouldn't I be free to decide that a vaccine is not a
risk that I want to take for my spiritual or physical health? You worry about me if I die from
Covid? So what? I worry about you if you die from a shot. The claim that one is less likely to die
from Covid if they're vaccinated is not looking to be true when one considers the short and long
term effects of this experimental vaccine that are being reported, and aren't being reported.
While I do not personally know anyone who died from Covid, I do know several people who
regret taking the shot because they have experienced negative consequences in regards to
their health, and we've heard plenty of reports of plenty of athletes and healthy young people
dying and having strokes and heart attacks after being vaccinated, even unable to any longer
play the sports that they were vaccinated for, in order to be able to play. I know people who are
now anti-vax, not against Covid vaccines, but now ALL vaccines, because of what they're
seeing and  experiencing with these Covid vaccines.
I liken forced and coerced vaccination to the Greeks who forced the Jewish people to ingest
pork, against their faith and religious convictions, and against the commandments of the God of
Israel, during the time of the Maccabees. Tyrannical governments never last. They always fall,
along with all those who lead in their oppression against the people, and history does not look
upon them favorably. Support Freedom! Stand with us against medical and religious tyranny! It
is violence!
Respectfully,
Mrs. Sanchez
USAF veteran

From: Lisa Idell-Sassi <lidellsassi@outlook.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 2:43 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Schedule SB156 in the State Affairs Committee ASAP

Dear Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,



I am contacting you to urge you to schedule SB156 to be heard in the State Affairs Committee
immediately.  This is a very important bill and Alaskans are relying on the State Legislature to
pass this bill.
Thank you,
Lisa Idell-Sassi
3091 Riverwood Drive
Juneau, 99801
907-209-0240

From: Janet Luce <Lucejanet132@outlook.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 2:05 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Vaccine mandate needs scheduled and passed

Sent from my iPadi
I am writing for two reasons.   SB156 needs to be on the schedule to be voted on and I want to
say that you need to pass this.

I live in Hoonah and know several parents of teenagers that are hesitant to get the vaccine for
heart and or reproductive means and they are denied summer jobs because they can’t work for
the tourist industry because of the vaccine mandate.   The mandate also affects college plans
and almost all further education, yet for the young males, cardiac problems are a real issue.   I
believe the vaccines are not safe period, but to make a health issue a separating factor in
American lives is I believe unconstitutional.

Please put the issue on the schedule and vote to do away with the discrimination the mandate
causes.    Thank you for hearing me out on this matter.

Janet Luce.   Hoonah, Ak.   99829

From: Michael Kruse <mike.t.kruse@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 1:52 PM
To: Rep. Chris Tuck; Rep. Louise Stutes; Rep. Cathy Tilton; Rep. Ben Carpenter; Rep. Matt
Claman; Rep. Mike Cronk; Rep. Harriet Drummond; Rep. David Eastman; Rep. Zack Fields;
Rep. Bryce Edgmon; Rep. Neal Foster; Rep. Ronald Gillham; Rep. Sara Hannan; Rep. Grier
Hopkins; Rep. DeLena Johnson; Rep. Andy Josephson; Rep. James Kaufman; Rep. Jonathan
Kreiss-Tomkins; Rep. Christopher Kurka; Rep. Bart LeBon; Rep. Kevin McCabe; Rep. Ken
McCarty; Rep. Thomas McKay; Rep. Kelly Merrick; Rep. David Nelson; Rep. Daniel Ortiz; Rep.
Josiah Patkotak; Rep. Mike Prax; Rep. Sara Rasmussen; Rep. George Rauscher; Rep. Calvin
Schrage; Rep. Laddie Shaw; Rep. Liz Snyder; Rep. Ivy Spohnholz; Rep. Andi Story; Rep.
Geran Tarr; Rep. Steve Thompson; Rep. Sarah Vance; Rep. Adam Wool; Rep. Tiffany Zulkosky
Subject: Re: SJR 21 and SB156 - Covid Discrimination

Representatives:
A further nail in teh coffin for the Covid emergency.  The federal government is no longer be
reimbursed for the COVID Vaccine:



https://www.hrsa.gov/CovidUninsuredClaim
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://www.hrsa.gov/CovidUninsuredClaim__;!!LdQKC6s!bLJIfYv
6i0SBH2YypznICpdNGPV6QWcSrF8N9Ib99bQpa4rTxmslcgtWNTJebBNPGcxYX1VuV2c5KnJ
DAIdzsa2cPQ$>
The Uninsured Program has stopped accepting claims for testing and treatment due to lack of
sufficient funds. Confirmation of receipt of your claim submission does not mean the claim will
be paid.  No claims submitted after March 22, 2022 at 11:59 pm ET for testing or treatment will
be processed for adjudication/payment.
On April 5, 2022 at 11:59 pm ET, the Uninsured Program will also stop accepting vaccination
claims due to a lack of sufficient funds.
*Submitted claims will be paid subject to the availability of funds.
This is either an emergency or its a continued lie to launder funds under the declaration of an
emergency.  Stop the lies and madness and pass SB156, and force the Governor to end the
emergency.
Thanks
Mike

On Wed, Mar 23, 2022 at 8:22 AM Michael Kruse <mike.t.kruse@gmail.com
<mailto:mike.t.kruse@gmail.com> > wrote:

Good Morning -
I am writing to the entire House of Represenatives
I am writing in support of two items related to Covid Discrimination.  I am a project

manager who has served all of Alaska for the past 15 years, 10 of that in rural Alaska.  I am
originally from Eagle River and now reside in Palmer with my wife and children.

First is SJR 21, for Canadian Travel.  Canada has become the first country to prove this
"pandemic" was not about health and safety, but control and removal of rights.  No country has
the ability or right to be able to tell another human being what they can do with their own
medical care.  Even traveling to Africa where smallpox is a very real threat, they do not require a
vaccine, which is actually sterilizing, but simply recommends it strongly and let you take that
risk..  Since the Covid Vaccine is not sterilizing, mandating it makes no sense. This ties directly
to SB 156.

Furthmore, if Canada wishes to maintain this position, we as Americans should not
support them in anyway.  No financial gain from tourism, travel or any other means. We as
Alaskans can make the sacrafces necessary to show tyrany that we will not stand.  yes it will be
inconvient for some, but it is worth the risk.

Before I begin on why SJR and SB 156 are so important, I would like to address one of
the particularly silly responses I have heard from the Legislature and other government
agencies: that somehow the Legislature does not want to pass a bill that "tells businesses what
to do"  This is the weakest response to this bill imaginable.   The government tells businesses
what they can and can't every day through ADA regulations, building codes, license
requirements, and the other thousands of state regulations published on the State of Alaska
website.



A great example of this is trying to get a home inspector's license .  I passed the national
exam but was required to get insurance, a bond, fill out 30 pages of documents only to be told
by the State of Alaska that it will take 4-6 weeks to even review my application.  So please, do
not patronize us that the government doesn't absolutely love telling businesses what they can
and can't do.  You are currently delaying my ability to earn extra income by 6 months.  I am
currently in week 6 of waiting, and on a normal fee schedule assuming a halthy amount of work i
have missed out on $36,000 in gross revenue because of goverment incompetenace and
continued inability to actually accomplish anything.

The government already tells businesses not to discriminate against anything in Title 7
or the 1964 Civil Rights Act.  This bill is merely an extension of the idea that people can not
discriminate against another person.  Medical segregation is no different than discrimination by
race, religion, or another defining characteristic.

The role of the government is not to protect businesses, but to protect the individual from
business or outside threats.  The following laws all protect the individual and if applied to Covid
as SB 156 does, protect the individual from harassment and medical tyranny.:

Example #001 ADA
The ADA prohibits discrimination based on disability in employment, State and local

government, public accommodations, commercial facilities, transportation, and
telecommunications. It also applies to the United States Congress

To be protected by the ADA, one must have a disability or have a relationship or
association with an individual with a disability. An individual with a disability is defined by the
ADA as a person who has a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more
major life activities, a person who has a history or record of such an impairment, or a person
who is perceived by others as having such an impairment. The ADA does not specifically name
all of the impairments that are covered

Title I requires employers with 15 or more employees to provide qualified individuals with
disabilities an equal opportunity to benefit from the full range of employment-related
opportunities available to others. For example, it prohibits discrimination in recruitment, hiring,
promotions, training, pay, social activities, and other privileges of employment. It restricts
questions that can be asked about an applicant's disability before a job offer is made, and it
requires that employers make reasonable accommodation to the known physical or mental
limitations of otherwise qualified individuals with disabilities, unless it results in an undue
hardship. Religious entities with 15 or more employees are covered under title I.

So from ADA laws, a business may not restrict privileges of employment and make
reasonable accommodations.  Being unvaccinated is not an undue hardship on a business
unless the government has forced you to lockdown.

Example #002 - Civil Rights Title 7
It shall be an unlawful employment practice for an employer -
(1) to fail or refuse to hire or to discharge any individual, or otherwise to discriminate

against any individual concerning his compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of
employment, because of such individual's race, color, religion, sex, or national origin; or

(2) to limit, segregate, or classify his employees or applicants for employment in any way
which would deprive or tend to deprive any individual of employment opportunities or otherwise



adversely affect his status as an employee, because of such individual's race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin.

Not sure how much clearer anyone can be on this.  The law already states, no business
can create a situation to deprive an individual of employment or adversely affect his status as an
employee.

Example #003 HIPPA
The HIPAA Privacy Rule establishes national standards to protect individuals' medical

records and other individually identifiable health information (collectively defined as “protected
health information”) and applies to health plans, health care clearinghouses, and those health
care providers that conduct certain health care transactions electronically. The Rule requires
appropriate safeguards to protect the privacy of protected health information and sets limits and
conditions on the uses and disclosures that may be made of such information without an
individual’s authorization. The Rule also gives individuals rights over their protected health
information, including rights to examine and obtain a copy of their health records, to direct a
covered entity to transmit to a third party an electronic copy of their protected health information
in an electronic health record, and to request corrections

****NOTE, while it is true that if i choose to give up my medical information, this is not
applicable, the point is that it is illegal to ask for any reason as an employer.

As a direct result of this pandemic, our livelihoods have been threatened every day since
the experimental vaccination began being administered.  Both of our employers have stated that
we may be subject to disciplinary action, or in the case of my wife terminated despite our deeply
held religious beliefs and documented medical exemptions.  In addition, our entire family
survived COVID Exposure in 2020 but are not allowed to cite natural immunity.  This one size
fits all medical approach is unscientific, discriminatory in nature, and at best unethical.

Vaccines are proven dangerous and ineffective fo rmany individuals as demonstrated by
my daughter's reaction in 2019.  She was given a well-child exam vaccine as part of the vaccine
She immediately went into uncontrolled vomiting, seizure, and spiked fevers for days.  I was
on-site in rural AK, with no way home to take care of my family due to a medically induced
life-threatening event.  Our doctor spend 6 months denying the reaction, and finally when
pressed agreed that it was most likely the vaccine that cause the reaction, but didn't want us to
have a negative opinion of vaccines.

After reading the insert of the vaccine, we learned the manufacturer stated her reaction
was a known side effect, and she should not receive any vaccines if the reaction occurred.
When we approached our doctor on this issue, we were hastily thrown out of the practice as
anti-VAXes.  We were not even allowed to question the vaccine.  The law provides for
exemptions, but medical professionals, businesses, and governments are allowed to
discriminate against a population for a purely political and partisan issue.

More recently, I have been threatened with my job and way to provide for my family and
under constant scrutiny from employers and potential clients as to my current status.  These
entities take State and Federal funds and claim they do not have to comply with Civil Rights
Acts or Title 7 anti-discrimination laws.  Vaccinated or not, no one should be allowed to
discriminate against a personal choice that has no effect on anyone but themselves.  The
Vaccine has been proven, federally admitted to, and ignored by global media to NOT prevent
transmission.  The fact that a vaccinated person can spread Covid at the same rate as a



vaccinated person means no passport, mandate, or another form of proof will keep our
population safe.

To further emphasize that this is not a public health emergency, please find the attached
report from Impact Research.  A national research group dedicated to creating a narrative to
unseat republicans.  That's a direct quote from their website.
https://www.impactresearchinc.com/
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://www.impactresearchinc.com/__;!!LdQKC6s!bLJIfYv6i0SBH
2YypznICpdNGPV6QWcSrF8N9Ib99bQpa4rTxmslcgtWNTJebBNPGcxYX1VuV2c5KnJDAIdkDr
L42A$>

This document is the source of the recent pivot by liberal leaders and government
agencies.  The "public health" circus that we have endured for 2 years is now over.  This is so
the narrative can be flipped to:

1.  Democrats "beat" covid.  Zero Covid and forced vaccines have been the drumbeat for
9 months, not suddenly that doesn't poll well.

2.  People are worn out.  How is that a reason to end an emergency unless there never
was one, to begin with?.

3.  And my personal favorite:  • Stop talking about restrictions and the unknown future
ahead. If we focus on how bad things still are and how much worse they could get, we set
Democrats

up as failures unable to navigate us through this. When 99% of Americans can
get vaccinated, we cause more harm than we prevent with voters by going into
our third year talking about restrictions. And, if Democrats continue to hold a
the posture that prioritizes COVID precautions over learning how to live in a world
where COVID exists but does not dominate, they risk paying dearly for it in
November.
The memo is attached for your reference.
Do your job, and protect Alaskan's from the government and defend the rights of the

individual.  If you do not support these bills/resolutions you are admitting you are for
discrimination so long as you agree with the characteristic being discriminated agains.

Thanks.  I would welcome communication by any of you on this or a number of topics.
My cell number is below.

Mike
907-230-9125

From: Carolyn Doyle <carolynnd7@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 1:38 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

?Rep. Kreiss-Tomkins,
I have always and will continue to make my own informed medical decisions regarding
vaccines.  Our country was established on the right to live as we choose and many gave their
lives for these very freedoms that political parties on both sides are now trying to strip away. You
work for we the people and how you vote is being vigilantly watched.  Please vote in the way



that your constituents intended when you were placed  in office.  Support SB156 to be
scheduled in State Affairs immediately.
Thank you,
Carolyn Doyle
Sent from my iPhone

From: Doreen Broderick <nursedoreen@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 1:32 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156 Support

I want SB156 scheduled in State Affairs immediately!
I, Doreen Broderick support SB 156. I am a RN of 14 years, mainly in ICU. I have sworn to up
hold the ethical “Patient’s Bill of Rights”. Patient’s have the right to refuse medications and
treatments. It is unethical to force anyone to put a substance into their body. There will always
be a threat to life. As a society, we can not loose our bodily autonomy ever!
Thank you Doreen Broderick
Wasilla AK

From: Mariyana McCann <mariyana_b@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 12:59 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Schedule SB156  in State Affairs ASAP

Dear Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,
I urge you to schedule SB156 in State Affairs immediately.
COVID-19 injections do NOT stop transmission and do NOT stop infection, therefore herd
immunity is impossible to achieve through "vaccination" and therefore, mass vaccination have
no epidemiological justification, and therefore the societal goal of vaccinating everybody to
protect others is null.
With this reality, vaccination mandates go into the trash can.
These two acknowledgements from the CDC are official recognition of the statement above:
Fully vaccinated people who get a breakthrough infection can transmit the virus, CDC chief says
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://www.facebook.com/cnn/videos/1236084540199715/__;!!Ld
QKC6s!coqEsTZrBWm1LhVusAYG2MrqvIJgC2ixItOU_y97svOWkQCwS_sAjcFNvQwmd8g4mD
AGiyBpyL-A13CLk74yTFKjHg$>
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://www.facebook.com/cnn/videos/1236084540199715/__;!!Ld
QKC6s!coqEsTZrBWm1LhVusAYG2MrqvIJgC2ixItOU_y97svOWkQCwS_sAjcFNvQwmd8g4mD
AGiyBpyL-A13CLk74yTFKjHg$>
<https://s.yimg.com/lo/api/res/1.2/tIlaZ2wCaGDlj.GkYcAKVA--~A/Zmk9ZmlsbDt3PTgwO2g9OD
A7YXBwaWQ9aWV4dHJhY3Q-/https://scontent-atl3-2.xx.fbcdn.net/v/t15.5256-10/p206x206/23
1615263_1236086496866186_7346108837218266293_n.jpg?_nc_cat=103&ccb=1-5&_nc_sid=
ad6a45&_nc_ohc=B5UQhY-MIxsAX9jyUdZ&_nc_ht=scontent-atl3-2.xx&oh=00_AT9l1Zc-X6vDo



yc1h7bt4IdWM6FPadem2BNMdj6oMfCpSQ&oe=6208ABE1.cf.jpg>
<https://s.yimg.com/nq/storm/assets/enhancrV2/23/logos/facebook.png>
Fully vaccinated people who get a break...
CDC shifts pandemic goals away from reaching herd immunity
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://www.latimes.com/science/story/2021-11-12/cdc-shifts-pand
emic-goals-away-from-reaching-herd-immunity__;!!LdQKC6s!coqEsTZrBWm1LhVusAYG2MrqvI
JgC2ixItOU_y97svOWkQCwS_sAjcFNvQwmd8g4mDAGiyBpyL-A13CLk77swfA5Aw$>
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://www.latimes.com/science/story/2021-11-12/cdc-shifts-pand
emic-goals-away-from-reaching-herd-immunity__;!!LdQKC6s!coqEsTZrBWm1LhVusAYG2MrqvI
JgC2ixItOU_y97svOWkQCwS_sAjcFNvQwmd8g4mDAGiyBpyL-A13CLk77swfA5Aw$>
<https://s.yimg.com/lo/api/res/1.2/D4YYMxpz0RiWatzouTJcCQ--~A/Zmk9ZmlsbDt3PTgwO2g9
ODA7YXBwaWQ9aWV4dHJhY3Q-/https://ca-times.brightspotcdn.com/dims4/default/03f14a8/2
147483647/strip/true/crop/4500x2363+0+319/resize/1200x630!/quality/90/?url=https%3A%2F%
2Fcalifornia-times-brightspot.s3.amazonaws.com%2Ff7%2Fdd%2Ff605a971454c9772db28474
89438%2Fla-photos-1staff-832505-me-lausd-vaccination-clinic-19-ajs.jpg.cf.jpg>
<https://s.yimg.com/nq/storm/assets/enhancrV2/23/logos/latimes.png>
CDC shifts pandemic goals away from rea...
Individual health protection is the only goal left for the C-19 shots, and that should be a personal
health decision.
There is absolutely no scientific reason for the vaccination mandates and propaganda.
End all vaccine mandates, and make legislation that protects Medical Freedom in Alaska.
Make vaccine passports and other COVID-19 vaccine mandates illegal in Alaska by supporting
Bill SB156!
Respectfully,
Mariyana McCann
Juneau, AK

From: Ginger Johnston <jacknginger78@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 12:19 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

We are asking urgently that you please schedule SB156 as soon as possible for a hearing in the
House State Affairs committee.  We are very concerned that Alaskans be protected against
medical discrimination! Thank you
Jack & Ginger Johnston
Soldotna, AK
Sent from my iPhone

From: John Kennedy <jrk.kennedy@icloud.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 11:33 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Support SB 156
Importance: High



Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,
COVID-19 vaccine mandates violate the rights of every Alaskan.  It is imperative that state law
protects Alaskans against coercion and medical discrimination!  Please schedule Senate Bill
156 to be heard in State Affairs immediately.
Thank you,
John Kennedy
District 29

From: Rhoda Grace <rhodagmyers@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 11:13 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Public Comment and Request Regarding SB156 - Please Read and Record

Hello Representative Jonathan Kreiss,
We are writing you today to make our voices heard regarding SB156. We ourselves, along with
countless other Alaskans, are insisting that SB156 is not just swept under the rug and left out,
but that you personally ensure that it is scheduled for a hearing ASAP in the House State Affairs
Committee.  Alaskans have a right to make their feelings know, and their voices heard,
regarding this bill. Thank you for representing Alaskans’ rights to do so by getting SB156
scheduled for a hearing as soon as possible. Thank you.
Rhoda & Jason Myers
Sutton, Alaska

From: Stacie Werner <swerner@gci.net>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 10:39 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156 scheduled in State Affairs immediately

PLEASE have  SB156 scheduled in State Affairs immediately.
Thank you for your service and help.
Stacie Werner
Seward, Ak

From: Sara Carmen <sara.luce@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 10:29 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Schedule SB156

Representative Kreiss,
Please schedule SB156 in the State Affairs immediately. This bill will protect those of us
Alaskans who choose not get to vaccinated against a virus we're not afraid of.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,



Sara Carmen
6028 W Dandy Circle
Wasilla AK 99623
907-891-6596

From: Dalvin Ocampo <dalvinocampo@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 10:18 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156.

Please hear me and support sb156 I don’t want to take the vax I trust my immune system will
protect me
Dalvin Nakoa Ocampo

From: Jjphoto@gci.net
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 10:06 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Cc: Rep. Andy Josephson
Subject: schedule SB156

Honorable Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,
I am writing to as the Chair of the State Affairs Committee to request that you schedule Bill
SB156 to the State Affairs for a vote in the House.
SB156 passed the Alaska Senate with a firm majority because it is the will of the people of
Alaska.
The freedom to choose what medical procedures are done to a person’s body is a basic human
right.  Medical procedures should be between a person and their doctor and remain confidential.
Vaccines should never be mandated for all by any government or used as a tool of
discrimination in the workplace or for public transportation.  I hope we have learned from the last
two years how horribly wrong this public policy was.  It was a complete disaster and  it divided
families and the nation.  Please help protect Alaskans from this discrimination of a failed public
policy and let the House vote on SB156.
Sincerely,
Margaret Johnson
Johnny Johnson Photography
3705 Arctic Blvd #881
Anchorage, AK  99503
PH: 907-562-0097
email:jjphoto@gci.net
cc: my House Representative Andy Josephson

From: Kathy Orzechowski <wski1@gci.net>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 10:02 AM



To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Send SB 156 to be heard in State Affairs immediately

Representative Kreiss-Tomkins, COVID-19 vaccine mandates violate the rights of every
Alaskan. It is imperative that state law protects Alaskans against coercion and medical
discrimination! Please schedule Senate Bill 156 to be heard in State Affairs immediately.
Thank you,
Kathleen Orzechowski

From: hjstoll@alaska.net
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 10:02 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

Representative Jonathan;     I am e-mailing you in regards to SB156. I support Alaskans having
their medical freedom to either get a co-vid vaccine or
To decline it and that a persons ability to travel or hold a job to support their family and other
constitutional freedoms should not be held hostage by
their personnel medical choice.  Please pass SB156.                                      Thank You

Heidi Stoll

From: Kelly Riggs <K_Riggs05@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 9:57 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

Hello Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,
Thank you for working hard for all alaskans.   It has come to my attention that SB156 needs to
be scheduled for a hearing in the house State of Affairs Committee.
The COVID-19 vaccine mandates violate the rights of every Alaskan no matter the party line.
Friends and family of mine have been subjected to illegal, unconstitutional policy by their
employers or trying to get across the border of Canada, or simply trying to get into the
Anchorage performing Arts center.   Please help all of Alaskans be seen and heard no matter
their party affiliation.   Let's not go back 75 yrs and start an entire new class of prejudices.
It is imperative that state law protects Alaskans against coercion and medical discrimination!
Please schedule Senate Bill 156 to be heard in State Affairs immediately."
Thank you for your time.
Kind Regards,
Kelly Andersen-Riggs
Sutton, AK

From: Sirena Fortune <sirenafortune@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 9:53 AM



To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156 Scheduled Immediately

Dear Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,
COVID-19 vaccine mandates violate the rights of every Alaskan. It is imperative that state law
protects Alaskans against coercion and medical discrimination! We should not be discriminated
against in our employment, healthcare, or travel because we choose to not get the Covid 19
vaccine. Please schedule Senate Bill 156 to be heard in State Affairs immediately. This is to
protect the people who choose not to be vaccinated. Please schedule this immediately and also
please vote YES to pass this bill!
Thank you,
Sirena

From: Ron Farnsworth <restorationron@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 9:51 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

Dear Mr. Kreiss-Tomkins
I and my household urge you to schedule SB156 in State Affairs immediately.
Thank you,
Ron Farnsworth
Rapid Response Restoration, LLC
(907) 354-7250
IICRC #3838

From: Cynthia Hite <cinhite@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 9:30 AM
To: Rep. David Eastman; Rep. Sarah Vance; Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins; Rep. Matt
Claman; Rep. Geran Tarr; Rep. Andi Story; Rep. James Kaufman
Subject: SB156

Dear House State Affairs Committee:
I am writing to you today to encourage you to schedule SB156 for a hearing in the House State
Affairs Committee ASAP.  This bill is being applauded across the nation for its clear message of
individual rights, medical freedom, and bi-partisan support.
Alaskans cannot have their medical freedom stripped from them.  Mandating an EUA “vaccine”
is insanity.  There is no accountability, no liability, no risk to the agencies and pharmaceutical
companies trying to force this upon the entire country, but GREAT risk of loss of freedom and
health to Alaskans.  Stop the insanity!
Personally, this is an insult on top of injury for my family.  My husband survived Covid 19.  He
fought for his life and beat the “medical care” and mandated isolation for 4 months.  We have
lived the hell of having our medical freedom stripped from us.  As he was fighting for his life in
the hospital the doctors stood over his bed threatening him to get the vaccine or he will most



likely die if he gets Covid again.  He is lying in a bed, can’t talk, can’t move and they stand over
him telling him he might not survive…again and again.  My husband, who has natural immunity
and should not be administered any vaccine while severely ill, will not take a shot to appease
the insanity of this medical tyranny.
These discussions on mandates and Bills should not be happening.  It is an Emergency Use
Authorization shot.  There has been no full disclosure of what is in the shot, no full disclosure of
clinical trials and no informed consent.  Bottom line…individuals cannot be mandated to inject a
substance period!!
I urge you to stand with Alaskans, work for us and with us to protect our freedom of medical
choice.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Cindy Hite
PO Box 1134
Willow AK 99688

From: andi lemke <texastea6@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 9:29 AM
To: Rep. Chris Tuck; Rep. Louise Stutes; Rep. Cathy Tilton; Rep. Ben Carpenter; Rep. Matt
Claman; Rep. Mike Cronk; Rep. Harriet Drummond; Rep. David Eastman; Rep. Zack Fields;
Rep. Bryce Edgmon; Rep. Neal Foster; Rep. Ronald Gillham; Rep. Sara Hannan; Rep. Grier
Hopkins; Rep. DeLena Johnson; Rep. Andy Josephson; Rep. James Kaufman; Rep. Jonathan
Kreiss-Tomkins; Rep. Christopher Kurka; Rep. Bart LeBon; Rep. Kevin McCabe; Rep. Ken
McCarty; Rep. Thomas McKay; Rep. Kelly Merrick; Rep. David Nelson; Rep. Daniel Ortiz; Rep.
Josiah Patkotak; Rep. Mike Prax; Rep. Sara Rasmussen; Rep. George Rauscher; Rep. Calvin
Schrage; Rep. Laddie Shaw; Rep. Liz Snyder; Rep. Ivy Spohnholz; Rep. Andi Story; Rep.
Geran Tarr; Rep. Steve Thompson; Rep. Sarah Vance; Rep. Adam Wool; Rep. Tiffany Zulkosky
Subject: SB 156

Representatives,
I request that you all support the anti-discrimination for covid 19 vaccination bill which has
passed the Senate onto the House. I demand that you ignore the hospital lobby which has spent
the last two weeks in the house lobbying hard to kill the bill in House Affairs committee and in
the Health and Social Services committee before it even gets there.
I am sending this note in support of medical freedom, personal choice, stopping discrimination
and harassment of those who have religious and medical exemptions, or anyone who chooses
not to accept an experimental and questionable injection. I request that you make the right
choice before God and stop this division in our nation. Thank you.
Sincerely,
A. M. Lemke

From: CJ Koan <CJ.Koan@pm.me>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 9:16 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins



Subject: SB156

Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,
Me and my family were greatly affected by the Covid-19 mandates and misinformation.  I ask
that you quickly schedule a hearing for SB156 in the House State Affairs committee.  This is a
good bill!
Thank you!
CJ Koan
Wasilla

From: Mike Higbee <higbee_mike@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 9:04 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

Please schedule a hearing for SB 156 in the House State Affairs committee as soon as
possible.
Thank you
Michael Higbee?
Sent from my iPad

From: Launa <weltonlj@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 8:57 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156

You must let this bill be heard.  The people of Alaska will not stand for any of our
representatives ignoring our bodily autonomy!  I can promise that if you don’t let this bill be
heard, the people of Alaska will vote you out when your term is up. Our rights as Americans and
Alaskans are the most important things to us and as a mother I’m standing up for my children's
rights to live in a free society the way you and I have been afforded. There is nothing stronger
than mothers protecting their children, and we will not let this government overreach stand.
Launa Welton
Sent from my iPhone

From: Wanda Sternhagen <wfcsternhagen@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 8:54 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

Dear Sir
Please schedule this bill, SB156, to be heard immediately. we have much to do to preserve
medical freedoms for all Alaskans. Please do not procrastinate on this bill.



In order to remain a free society we must continue to have civil discourse. Please do your part
for us, as only you can, in this matter.
Sincerely,
W.Sternhagen

From: Sharon Newsom <lynnn00@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 8:46 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB157

I ask that SB156 gets scheduled quickly and passed.
Thank you,
Sharon Newsom
Willow, AK

From: Dawna Jared <dawnajared@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 8:36 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

Good morning,
I’m writing to ask that you schedule SB156 in state affairs immediately.  Mandating medical
treatment is wrong. We should have the right to choose what go s into our bodies. As a nurse I
am passionate about adults choosing their healthcare and parents choosing for their children.
No one should be coerced into taking medical treatments. Covid-19 mandates violate the rights
of all Alaskans and state law needs to protect us. Thank you.
Dawna DeWitt
Chugiak, AK

From: Karen Fedelem <karenfedelem@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 8:27 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Please schedule SB156 in State Affairs

Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,
COVID-19 vaccine mandates violate the rights of every Alaskan. It is imperative that state law
protects Alaskans against coercion and medical discrimination! Please schedule Senate Bill 156
to be heard in State Affairs immediately.
Thank you,
Karen Fedelem

From: Chris Dixon <sunday.dixon@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 8:23 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins



Subject: Senate Bill 156

Representative Kreiss-Tomkins, COVID-19 vaccine mandates violate the rights of every
Alaskan. It is imperative that state law protects Alaskans against coercion and medical
discrimination! Please schedule Senate Bill 156 to be heard in State Affairs immediately.
Thank you,
Chris Dixon

From: Colleen Peterson <colleenp@peak.org>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 8:21 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Cc: Rep. Kevin McCabe
Subject: SB 156

Representative Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins please schedule Senate Bill 156 to be heard in State
Affairs immediately.
Covid-19 vaccine mandates violate the rights of every Alaskan. It is imperative that state law
protects
Alaskan against coercion and medical discrimination. Especially, since so little is known about
the side effects these
vaccines can and do cause.
Thank you,
Colleen Peterson
Wasilla, AK

From: dorothy deblauw <thedeblauws@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 8:14 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156

Please schedule SB 156 in State Affairs immediately.
Thank you.
Dorothy DeBlauw
Sent from my iPhone

From: Becky Crawford <crawfordbecky@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 8:13 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156 scheduled in state affairs

Hello, I am writing because I am concerned with human rights violations that are happening in
our country and state and would like for you to have SB 156 scheduled in state affairs
immediately to protect our rights as citizens of Alaska.
Thank you!



Becky Crawford

From: rld860 <rld860@protonmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 8:13 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Re: SB156 Support

Rep, Kreiss-Tomkins,
Please move this bill into the State Affairs committee as soon as this morning so that it can be
voted on this session.
Our individual freedom rights as Alaskans and Americans MUST be preserved.
Do the right thing for freedom sake, and move this bill through.
Thank you for supporting bodily autonomy.
Regards,
Rebecca DeBusk

-------- Original Message --------
On Mar 20, 2022, 1:45 PM, rld860 < rld860@protonmail.com> wrote:

Dear Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,
As an Alaskan, I would ask that you support SB156 to protect my right to bodily

autonomy. The government has no authority over what I put into my body.
Please vote in favor of autonomy for all Alaskans and don't be swayed by Pfizer or any

other lobbyist group that want to take away my right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.
Thank you for your support of this bill!
Regards,
Rebecca DeBusk
7310 E Timber Ridge Circle
Unit 4
Palmer, AK 99645

From: timpenny@gci.net
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 7:48 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

Please schedule SB156 immediately . So many people including me & my husband are
supporting SB156.  Thank you!  Penny & Tim Johnson,  Anchorage

From: Melinda Knipe <melinda.knipe@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 7:35 AM
To: Rep. Chris Tuck; Rep. Louise Stutes; Rep. Cathy Tilton; Rep. Ben Carpenter; Rep. Matt
Claman; Rep. Mike Cronk; Rep. Harriet Drummond; Rep. David Eastman; Rep. Zack Fields;
Rep. Bryce Edgmon; Rep. Neal Foster; Rep. Ronald Gillham; Rep. Sara Hannan; Rep. Grier



Hopkins; Rep. DeLena Johnson; Rep. Andy Josephson; Rep. James Kaufman; Rep. Jonathan
Kreiss-Tomkins; Rep. Christopher Kurka; Rep. Bart LeBon; Rep. Kevin McCabe; Rep. Ken
McCarty; Rep. Thomas McKay; Rep. Kelly Merrick; Rep. David Nelson; Rep. Daniel Ortiz; Rep.
Josiah Patkotak; Rep. Mike Prax; Rep. Sara Rasmussen; Rep. George Rauscher; Rep. Calvin
Schrage; Rep. Laddie Shaw; Rep. Liz Snyder; Rep. Ivy Spohnholz; Rep. Andi Story; Rep.
Geran Tarr; Rep. Steve Thompson; Rep. Sarah Vance; Rep. Adam Wool; Rep. Tiffany Zulkosky
Subject: I SUPPORT SB 156!!!!

Dear Representative,
I support medical freedom, personal choice, stopping discrimination and harassment of those
who have religious and medical exemptions. Please do the right thing and support SB 156!!!
Our freedoms and your tourism dollars are  stake!!!
Melinda Knipe
Fort Collins, Colorado

From: Amanda Orzechowski <amandaorzechowski@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 6:52 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156

Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,
COVID-19 vaccine mandates violate the rights of every Alaskan. It is imperative that state law
protects Alaskans against coercion and medical discrimination! Please schedule Senate Bill 156
to be heard in State Affairs immediately.
Thank you,
Amanda Orzechowski

From: Bruce and Luann Younker <younkerak@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 6:50 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Mandates

Please support the end of vaccine and mask mandates in Alaska.
Thank you
Connie Younker
36186 Murray Ln
Soldotna AK  90669
Sent from my iPhone

From: Dawn Maness <dawnbierlein@icloud.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 6:02 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Schedule SB156 in State Affairs immediately.



Please schedule SB156 in State Affairs immediately.  Protect Alaskans from Mandates. Free
choice in medical decisions!
Sent from my iPhone

From: Sarah Roberts <ssr.alaska@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 4:51 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Please schedule bill SB 156

?I love Alaska for many things, and especially the option to decide how I want to live. Please
continue to standup for that freedom for Alaskan residents and schedule bill in Senate Affairs so
that eventually SB 156 can become law and our medical freedoms are protected further.
Sincerely, Sarah Roberts
6633 Air Guard Road
Anchorage, AK 99502

From: Kendal Pike <kendalpike@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2022 5:43 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins; Rep. Tiffany Zulkosky
Subject: Support SB 156

Representatives Kreiss-Thomkins and Zulkulsky,
Please schedule SB 156 for a hearing before the House State Affairs Committee.
It is important that the legislators of Alaska uphold their oath and singular job to protect
Alaskan's inherent, civil and privacy rights which shall not be infringed. There is no emergency
clause, pandemic exemption, or otherwise to those rights.
While I have sent 160+ peer-reviewed high-quality research to the entire Representative body I
will not repeat all of the information but summarize:
Covid 19 vaccines do not now nor ever stopped transmission. Equal transmission has been
demonstrated between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. Vaccinated healthcare workers
are responsible for the nosocomial outbreaks we have seen all over the world and even in our
state in nursing homes and hospitals. Despite the misinformation both Senator Keihl and
Stedman stated. 100% of the employees at the Pioneer home are vaccinated and boosted. You
cannot visit your family without proof of vaccination or a negative test. This means vaccinated
healthcare workers transmitted the virus to the patients Steadman referenced. Senator Keihl is
clearly woefully uninformed scientifically in the CDC's literature based on his 20-minute rant. He
did however rightfully acknowledge that no vaccine is perfect or without risk. As a healthcare
provider, no medicine or medical device is 100% right for all people. To act as if everyone has
the duty or appropriate need for any vaccine above what their medical status and condition is is
so far from wrong and in contradiction with how we have practiced medicine for 100 years.
If there is a risk, there must be a choice. Withholding rights from those who decline for good
reason is not a choice, it is force.



We would never allow a business owner to tell a woman she must take birth control to prevent
pregnancy that "may cost the business in employee time and wages" which we are seeing as a
justification of forcing vaccination so that the business doesn't suffer employee sick days from
covid. To that birth control with all of its risk and side effects is far more effective than any of the
covid 19 vaccinations.
I may not approve of someone eating anything but fast food and drinking soda knowing that will
cause them to have a myriad of lifestyle diseases and health care needs. But their body is not
my responsibility or under my control. Individuals must make their own choices and live with the
consequences. The vaccines don't stop transmission so there is a zero net effect between
individuals. The responsibility ends with the person, get vaccinated and boosted if that is what is
best for you and your condition but that will have zero bearing on the community infection rate
and spread. I assure you hospitals do not withhold treatment for people who have eaten
themselves into obesity and as a result have failing health. They do not turn away those with
type two diabetes or heart disease, also caused by poor lifestyle choices. If they turned away
those who failed to care for their health 90% of their clientele and funding would disappear. This
vaccination force is a political tool, not a scientific one. The further the health department and
the vaccine zealots push the further the trust in our public health will fall.
We must return to reality, individual choice, individual responsibility.
Please hear the bill soon and you will see the tsunami of support this bill has from individual
Alaskans across the entire state. I will also remind you, you are in place to represent your
constituents, not the hospital lobby. 50% of Alaskans are not vaccinated and very few are "fully
vaccinated", those who once vigorously supported these vaccines have now seen the abuse of
rights and evil segregation and discrimination and now will not participate in the public health
schemes. You will be on a shortlist of individuals who will ultimately be responsible for the
restoration of the Alaska Constitution or the supporter of segregation and political discrimination.
It would be wise to consider that carefully.
Thank you,
Kendal Kruse

From: Clyde Marcellus <Clyde.Marcellus@outlook.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2022 5:39 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins; Rep. Matt Claman
Subject: schedule SB156 for a hearing

Representatives Kreiss-Thomkins and Claman,
Please schedule SB156 for hearing before your committee.  It is important that the House State
Affairs Committee support an Alaskan law that affirms the right of people to freely choose
whether or not to take a Covid vaccine.  It is a personal medical decision that should only be
decided by personal informed consent, and not be forced, coerced, or influenced by any
employer, public administrator, or private entity.
The data shows the protection of the Covid vaccines wanes with time.  It does not prevent one
from catching and spreading the virus, or in fact, still being hospitalized with Covid.  Additionally,
as the Covid virus has mutated the vaccines have become increasingly less effective against



the new variants, as in the case of the Omicron variant against which the vaccines are less than
20% effective.
The science is clear Covid vaccination does not "stop the spread" or "protect those who we
come in contact with". Those are misconceptions that still are widely believed and promoted as
justification for vaccine mandates and vaccine passports.  In their recent testimony against
SB156 in the Alaska Senate, Senators Kiehl, Stedman and von Imhof repeated the popular
misconception that Covid vaccination of health care workers protects the people in their care.
Unfortunately, these Senators' beliefs are not backed by the data and science.
In the emotionally driven atmosphere of Covid news and public messaging most of the public is
not aware that the Covid vaccines are still in trial under Emergency Use Authorization - the
Pfizer and Moderna Covid vaccines products that have gained FDA approval are still not
available for distribution in the US. The Pfizer and Moderna Covid vaccine doses being currently
administered are, as the FDA says in its public notices, "from existing stocks until the licensed
products become available".  In short, the safety of these products is still being evaluated,
people taking these shots are volunteering in a medical experiment, and the makers of these
products are fully protected from liability for any harms you may suffer.
Alaskans who are following the science and their good sense deserve to have their freedom to
choose protected by law.  SB156 will do that.  Thank you for supporting freedom and science.

From: Colleen Evanco <colleenevanco@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2022 4:30 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins; Rep. Matt Claman; House State Affairs; Rep. Louise
Stutes
Subject: Schedule and Support SB156

Hello,
I encourage you to put SB156 on the schedule for next weeks meeting. I also want to mirror the
sentiments of all the other Alaska residents that are contacting you regarding this bill. Please do
not let the misconceptions of Senators Kiehl, Stedman and von Im hof, that these vaccines have
any kind of provable efficacy deter you in your responsibility to listen to the people you represent
and hear their voices and experiences. Mandating experimental medical procedures is not only
unconstitutional, it is contrary to the Nuremberg Code, of which the US is a signatory. This bill
would simply clarify the illegality of the practice in the state, the constitutionality of which is
already determined.
Thank you.
Sincere Regards,
Juneau Resident and parent

From: sherri sherrimcdonald.com <sherri@sherrimcdonald.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2022 4:04 PM
Subject: Please vote yes on SB 156

Hello House Representative,



Please vote yes on SB 156 for equal and fair rights to all Alaskan to choose their own medical
interventions.
Thank you,
Sherri McDonald
Alaskan resident since 1997

From: ShaLene Jorgensen <sjhealthyliving@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2022 3:53 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB156
Dear Senator Stevens,
I am writing this email, URGING that you will agree for the SB 156 Bill to be heard on the
Senate Floor.  I am trying to become more involved in what is happening in our political system
and feel the peoples' voices need to be heard.  I have to be honest that this is all very foreign to
me. I do not understand all the political lingo most of the time and quite frankly it pretty much
intimidates me how certain bills and propositions are worded, because it sounds like they are
written to confuse us normal people so we really do not know what the heck we are voting for or
against.  So instead, I have felt like I was forced to sit back and just hope the people in office
were doing what's best and standing up for our rights.  Unfortunately, I am feeling less and less
confident in our judicial and political system when I hear about freedoms they are trying to take
away.
I feel that the SB 156 anti-discrimination bill needs to be heard. I strongly agree that nobody
should be discriminated against in how they decide to treat themselves medically and for
healthcare purposes.  We also need to consider how our money is following each of our kidds,
regardless of where they decide to go to school.
Thank you for your time. My vote depends on who is in support of this bill.
Mrs Jorgensen
Sent from my iPhone

From: Terry and Krystie DePue <tnk123eagleak@outlook.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2022 1:10 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Schedule hearing for SB156

Dear Representative,
Now that the Alaska Senate has passed SB 156 I am calling upon you in the Alaska House of
Representatives to schedule and support the bill.
I support Senate Bill 156, sponsored by Senator Lora Reinbold, which would make vaccine
mandates and so-called “immunity passports” unlawful in Alaska. Nobody should be fired from
their job, kicked out of school, or denied access to public places for simply declining to accept a
medical intervention.
Requiring proof of a “vaccine” or proof of any other medical intervention or negative test  until
very recently would have been considered discrimination and would have been subject to
prosecution.  When have we ever asked someone if they were positive for Hepatitis to go to the



movie theater?  Or Tuberculosis?  Or HIV?  Those heath issues are both contagious and have a
higher mortality rate than COVID.
Are we going to mandate that no one may use cigarettes and other Tabaco products? Those
have been proven to cause serious health issues to the user and others through by 2nd hand
smoke.  Strain is placed on the health care industry from COPD and lung cancer, so we should
mandate no one may use tobacco, correct? This is the logic used to mandate the “vaccines”.
So it comes down to no one gets a choice about their own heath right? This is where the logic of
demanding people accept one course of action goes, we then add more and more mandates
until there is no freedom or choice ever again.
My body!  My Choice! The constitution says I have the right to LIFE, LIBERTY, and the

PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS!  I cannot be mandated to accept any medical intervention that I am
concerned will affect my LIFE, LIBERTY or PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS!
Alaskans have the right to weigh the benefits and risks of COVID-19 vaccination, just like other
medical interventions, and make a free and informed choice, without coercion or discrimination.
Many people have valid reasons for declining vaccination, including personal health conditions,
pre-existing immunity from a prior COVID infection, and conscientious objection to the unethical
methods used to develop certain COVID vaccines.
We cannot mandate our way to health!
Thank you for standing for freedom!
Krystie DePue
PO Box 123
Eagle, AK  99738
9075472306

From: Patty Heyes <pkheyes@acsalaska.net>
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2022 1:08 PM
To: Patty Heyes
Subject: SB156

I ask you to please support SB156 and allow each of us to make our own decisions about
Covid-19 vaccines. Please protect medical freedom in Alaska.
COVID-19 vaccine mandates violate the rights of Alaskans. There are many reasons for
declining a vaccination, including; personal health reasons, pre-existing immunity from a prior
COVID infection, and objections over the unethical methods used to develop and market COVID
vaccines.  No Alaskan should be coerced when it comes to their health and the health of their
children. NO ONE should lose their job, be kicked out of school, or denied access to public
places for declining to accept a vaccine. There is already an ongoing shortage of healthcare and
other workers due to these mandates. Coercion is illegal in Alaska and Alaskans have the right
to weigh the benefits and risks of COVID-19 vaccination just like other medications.
I oppose anyone forcing a person to accept a COVID-19 vaccination out of fear that they will no
longer be able to work, travel, go to school, or enjoy other cherished American freedoms if they
say NO or decide to wait.
Thank you,



Patty Heyes
12174 Gara Dr.
Kodiak, Alaska

From: rolan@acsalaska.net
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2022 12:06 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins; Rep. Matt Claman; House State Affairs
Cc: Rep. Louise Stutes
Subject: Please schedule SB156 for hearing

Dear Representatives Kreiss-Thomkins and Claman,
Please schedule SB156 for hearing before the House State Affairs Committee.
It is important that Alaska law affirm the right of people to freely choose whether or not to take a
Covid vaccine.
It is a personal medical decision that should only be decided by personal informed consent, and
not be forced, coerced, or influenced by any employer, public administrator, or private entity.
The data now show that the protection of the Covid vaccines is personal and it wanes with time;
it can reduce in the odds of becoming severely ill, but does not prevent one from catching and
spreading the virus, or in fact, still being hospitalized with Covid.
Additionally, as the Covid virus has mutated the vaccines have become increasingly less
effective against the new variants, as in the case of the Omicron variant against which the
vaccines are less than 20% effective. Even Bill Gates recently stated that the Omicron variant is
doing a better job of delivering immunity and protecting against future infection than the Covid
vaccines have done.
The science is sound - those who take the Covid vaccine get some protection for themselves,
but Covid vaccination does not "stop the spread" or "protect those who we come in contact
with". Those are misconceptions that still are widely believed and promoted as justification for
vaccine mandates and vaccine passports.
In their recent testimony against SB156 in the Alaska Senate, Senators Kiehl, Stedman and von
Imhof repeated the popular misconception that Covid vaccination of health care workers
protects the people in their care.  Unfortunately, these Senators' beliefs are not backed by the
data and science.  While they might sound like good ideas, they are simply not true.
In the emotionally driven atmosphere of Covid news and public messaging most of the public is
not aware that the Covid vaccines are still in trial under Emergency Use Authorization - the
Pfizer and Moderna Covid vaccines products that have gained FDA approval are still not
available for distribution in the US. The Pfizer and Moderna Covid vaccine doses being currently
administered are, as the FDA says in its public notices, "from existing stocks until the licensed
products become available".  In short, the safety of these products is still being evaluated,
people taking these shots are volunteering in a medical experiment, and the makers of these
products are fully protected from liability for any harms you may suffer.
Alaskans who are following the science and their good sense deserve to have their freedom to
choose protected by law.  SB156 will do that.  Thank you for supporting freedom and science.
Rolan Ruoss
Kodiak



From: Annette Roiko <annetteroiko@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2022 5:15 PM
To: Rep. Chris Tuck

As a patriot I am asking you to support SB 156 to protect personal choice and medical freedoms
for all citizens.  As a health care professional I am asking for protection from harassment from
any medical employer against those of us who would stand with medical freedoms by choosing
to file an exemption.
Please understand the hospital lobby is being pressured to protect their funding sources and not
to protect personal freedoms.
We the people are whom you were elected to protect not big business or the government.

From: Michael Kruse <mike.t.kruse@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2022 8:22 AM
To: Rep. Chris Tuck; Rep. Louise Stutes; Rep. Cathy Tilton; Rep. Ben Carpenter; Rep. Matt
Claman; Rep. Mike Cronk; Rep. Harriet Drummond; Rep. David Eastman; Rep. Zack Fields;
Rep. Bryce Edgmon; Rep. Neal Foster; Rep. Ronald Gillham; Rep. Sara Hannan; Rep. Grier
Hopkins; Rep. DeLena Johnson; Rep. Andy Josephson; Rep. James Kaufman; Rep. Jonathan
Kreiss-Tomkins; Rep. Christopher Kurka; Rep. Bart LeBon; Rep. Kevin McCabe; Rep. Ken
McCarty; Rep. Thomas McKay; Rep. Kelly Merrick; Rep. David Nelson; Rep. Daniel Ortiz; Rep.
Josiah Patkotak; Rep. Mike Prax; Rep. Sara Rasmussen; Rep. George Rauscher; Rep. Calvin
Schrage; Rep. Laddie Shaw; Rep. Liz Snyder; Rep. Ivy Spohnholz; Rep. Andi Story; Rep.
Geran Tarr; Rep. Steve Thompson; Rep. Sarah Vance; Rep. Adam Wool; Rep. Tiffany Zulkosky
Subject: Fwd: SJR 21 and SB156 - Covid Discrimination

Good Morning -
I am writing to the entire House of Represenatives
I am writing in support of two items related to Covid Discrimination.  I am a project manager who
has served all of Alaska for the past 15 years, 10 of that in rural Alaska.  I am originally from
Eagle River and now reside in Palmer with my wife and children.
First is SJR 21, for Canadian Travel.  Canada has become the first country to prove this
"pandemic" was not about health and safety, but control and removal of rights.  No country has
the ability or right to be able to tell another human being what they can do with their own
medical care.  Even traveling to Africa where smallpox is a very real threat, they do not require a
vaccine, which is actually sterilizing, but simply recommends it strongly and let you take that
risk..  Since the Covid Vaccine is not sterilizing, mandating it makes no sense. This ties directly
to SB 156.
Furthmore, if Canada wishes to maintain this position, we as Americans should not support
them in anyway.  No financial gain from tourism, travel or any other means. We as Alaskans can
make the sacrafces necessary to show tyrany that we will not stand.  yes it will be inconvient for
some, but it is worth the risk.
Before I begin on why SJR and SB 156 are so important, I would like to address one of the
particularly silly responses I have heard from the Legislature and other government agencies:



that somehow the Legislature does not want to pass a bill that "tells businesses what to do"
This is the weakest response to this bill imaginable.   The government tells businesses what
they can and can't every day through ADA regulations, building codes, license requirements,
and the other thousands of state regulations published on the State of Alaska website.
A great example of this is trying to get a home inspector's license .  I passed the national exam
but was required to get insurance, a bond, fill out 30 pages of documents only to be told by the
State of Alaska that it will take 4-6 weeks to even review my application.  So please, do not
patronize us that the government doesn't absolutely love telling businesses what they can and
can't do.  You are currently delaying my ability to earn extra income by 6 months.  I am currently
in week 6 of waiting, and on a normal fee schedule assuming a halthy amount of work i have
missed out on $36,000 in gross revenue because of goverment incompetenace and continued
inability to actually accomplish anything.
The government already tells businesses not to discriminate against anything in Title 7 or the
1964 Civil Rights Act.  This bill is merely an extension of the idea that people can not
discriminate against another person.  Medical segregation is no different than discrimination by
race, religion, or another defining characteristic.
The role of the government is not to protect businesses, but to protect the individual from
business or outside threats.  The following laws all protect the individual and if applied to Covid
as SB 156 does, protect the individual from harassment and medical tyranny.:
Example #001 ADA
The ADA prohibits discrimination based on disability in employment, State and local
government, public accommodations, commercial facilities, transportation, and
telecommunications. It also applies to the United States Congress
To be protected by the ADA, one must have a disability or have a relationship or association
with an individual with a disability. An individual with a disability is defined by the ADA as a
person who has a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life
activities, a person who has a history or record of such an impairment, or a person who is
perceived by others as having such an impairment. The ADA does not specifically name all of
the impairments that are covered
Title I requires employers with 15 or more employees to provide qualified individuals with
disabilities an equal opportunity to benefit from the full range of employment-related
opportunities available to others. For example, it prohibits discrimination in recruitment, hiring,
promotions, training, pay, social activities, and other privileges of employment. It restricts
questions that can be asked about an applicant's disability before a job offer is made, and it
requires that employers make reasonable accommodation to the known physical or mental
limitations of otherwise qualified individuals with disabilities, unless it results in an undue
hardship. Religious entities with 15 or more employees are covered under title I.
So from ADA laws, a business may not restrict privileges of employment and make reasonable
accommodations.  Being unvaccinated is not an undue hardship on a business unless the
government has forced you to lockdown.
Example #002 - Civil Rights Title 7
It shall be an unlawful employment practice for an employer -



(1) to fail or refuse to hire or to discharge any individual, or otherwise to discriminate against any
individual concerning his compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of employment,
because of such individual's race, color, religion, sex, or national origin; or
(2) to limit, segregate, or classify his employees or applicants for employment in any way which
would deprive or tend to deprive any individual of employment opportunities or otherwise
adversely affect his status as an employee, because of such individual's race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin.
Not sure how much clearer anyone can be on this.  The law already states, no business can
create a situation to deprive an individual of employment or adversely affect his status as an
employee.
Example #003 HIPPA
The HIPAA Privacy Rule establishes national standards to protect individuals' medical records
and other individually identifiable health information (collectively defined as “protected health
information”) and applies to health plans, health care clearinghouses, and those health care
providers that conduct certain health care transactions electronically. The Rule requires
appropriate safeguards to protect the privacy of protected health information and sets limits and
conditions on the uses and disclosures that may be made of such information without an
individual’s authorization. The Rule also gives individuals rights over their protected health
information, including rights to examine and obtain a copy of their health records, to direct a
covered entity to transmit to a third party an electronic copy of their protected health information
in an electronic health record, and to request corrections
****NOTE, while it is true that if i choose to give up my medical information, this is not
applicable, the point is that it is illegal to ask for any reason as an employer.
As a direct result of this pandemic, our livelihoods have been threatened every day since the
experimental vaccination began being administered.  Both of our employers have stated that we
may be subject to disciplinary action, or in the case of my wife terminated despite our deeply
held religious beliefs and documented medical exemptions.  In addition, our entire family
survived COVID Exposure in 2020 but are not allowed to cite natural immunity.  This one size
fits all medical approach is unscientific, discriminatory in nature, and at best unethical.
Vaccines are proven dangerous and ineffective fo rmany individuals as demonstrated by my
daughter's reaction in 2019.  She was given a well-child exam vaccine as part of the vaccine
She immediately went into uncontrolled vomiting, seizure, and spiked fevers for days.  I was
on-site in rural AK, with no way home to take care of my family due to a medically induced
life-threatening event.  Our doctor spend 6 months denying the reaction, and finally when
pressed agreed that it was most likely the vaccine that cause the reaction, but didn't want us to
have a negative opinion of vaccines.
After reading the insert of the vaccine, we learned the manufacturer stated her reaction was a
known side effect, and she should not receive any vaccines if the reaction occurred.  When we
approached our doctor on this issue, we were hastily thrown out of the practice as anti-VAXes.
We were not even allowed to question the vaccine.  The law provides for exemptions, but
medical professionals, businesses, and governments are allowed to discriminate against a
population for a purely political and partisan issue.
More recently, I have been threatened with my job and way to provide for my family and under
constant scrutiny from employers and potential clients as to my current status.  These entities



take State and Federal funds and claim they do not have to comply with Civil Rights Acts or Title
7 anti-discrimination laws.  Vaccinated or not, no one should be allowed to discriminate against
a personal choice that has no effect on anyone but themselves.  The Vaccine has been proven,
federally admitted to, and ignored by global media to NOT prevent transmission.  The fact that a
vaccinated person can spread Covid at the same rate as a vaccinated person means no
passport, mandate, or another form of proof will keep our population safe.
To further emphasize that this is not a public health emergency, please find the attached report
from Impact Research.  A national research group dedicated to creating a narrative to unseat
republicans.  That's a direct quote from their website.  https://www.impactresearchinc.com/
<https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://www.impactresearchinc.com/__;!!LdQKC6s!fibBeOtmGc3c
81njEu9hD23ssLeAzwGk0Erb3o4AlbClGYWngYBKH0RIthPwp9gko-JSMqWWHBMWmTa1bKP
wkag8Lw$>
This document is the source of the recent pivot by liberal leaders and government agencies.
The "public health" circus that we have endured for 2 years is now over.  This is so the narrative
can be flipped to:
1.  Democrats "beat" covid.  Zero Covid and forced vaccines have been the drumbeat for 9
months, not suddenly that doesn't poll well.
2.  People are worn out.  How is that a reason to end an emergency unless there never was
one, to begin with?.
3.  And my personal favorite:  • Stop talking about restrictions and the unknown future ahead. If
we focus on how bad things still are and how much worse they could get, we set Democrats
up as failures unable to navigate us through this. When 99% of Americans can
get vaccinated, we cause more harm than we prevent with voters by going into
our third year talking about restrictions. And, if Democrats continue to hold a
the posture that prioritizes COVID precautions over learning how to live in a world
where COVID exists but does not dominate, they risk paying dearly for it in
November.
The memo is attached for your reference.
Do your job, and protect Alaskan's from the government and defend the rights of the individual.
If you do not support these bills/resolutions you are admitting you are for discrimination so long
as you agree with the characteristic being discriminated agains.
Thanks.  I would welcome communication by any of you on this or a number of topics.  My cell
number is below.
Mike
907-230-9125

From: Melissa Lee <melannk24@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2022 5:03 PM
To: Rep. Chris Tuck; Rep. Louise Stutes; Rep. Cathy Tilton; Rep. Ben Carpenter; Rep. Mike
Cronk; Rep. Harriet Drummond; Rep. David Eastman; Rep. Zack Fields; Rep. Bryce Edgmon;
Rep. Neal Foster; Rep. Ronald Gillham; Rep. Sara Hannan; Rep. Grier Hopkins; Rep. DeLena
Johnson; Rep. Andy Josephson; Rep. James Kaufman; Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Cc: Rep. Christopher Kurka
Subject: Support SB 156!



Hello.
I am writing you to ask you to support the liberties of the people you represent with SB 156.
With any medical situation, the individual person must be taken into account.  Treating people
as cattle, refusing to consider their medical history, removing personal choice, and religious
exemptions is beyond anything sane or common sense.  SB 156 will show your support of
freedom and individual liberties.  This isn’t only applicable to people living in the state, but those
who visit and tour the state.  Having forced vaccinations and/or discriminating based on
vaccination status will severely hurt the state’s economy.  What value does vaccination give a
person when it cannot prevent illness or transmission?  If forced vaccination causes any
adverse effects, who is paying for the medical bills?  Again, what value is gained by restricting
individual rights and forcing medical mandates??  Please support this bill, and help the people
make the community strong through individual choice and freedom to gain employment, bring
money into the state, create more jobs, and stopping the fear.
Thank-you,
Melissa Anne

From: Kristen Zarlengo <kristenzarlengo@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2022 12:17 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156

For the love of all of us in Alaska, PLEASE ignore the hospital lobby who only fights to line their
own pockets.
This is a note in support of medical freedom and personal choice. Stop discrimination and
harassment of those who have religious and medical exemptions.
Do the right thing and STOP being part of the lies and tyranny. Support SB 156.
Kristen Zarlengo, Petersburg AK

From: nativehuntress@gmail.com
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2022 11:12 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156

I urge you to support bill SB 156. There are more citizens watching what is happening and who
is bought and paid for than ever before.

Sent from my iPhone

From: nativehuntress@gmail.com
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2022 11:12 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156



I urge you to support bill SB 156. There are more citizens watching what is happening and who
is bought and paid for than ever before.

From: Murry Keith <murrykth@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2022 9:32 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Vaccine mandate Bill 156

Dear Representative
I am writing asking for your support and voting to pass Senate Bill 156 which would make all
vaccine mandates and immunity passports unlawful in the state of Alaska.
No one should be forced by our government to take a vaccine to keep a job or to be able to
attend school.
People have many sincere and legitimate reasons for not wanting to be vaccinated including
medical and religious reasons. There have been over 10,000 deaths in our country attributed to
vaccine adverse reactions and many people don’t believe it’s worth the risk to prevent a virus
that has a 99.5 recovery rate. Especially now as Covid is in a drastic decline and most new
cases are not serious. There is also growing data that shows in many European countries that
most of the new cases now are from vaccinated people. That aside, all Alaskans should have
this right to make their own personal health decisions!
Thank you so much and looking forward hopefully to this bill passing and giving all Alaskans the
ability to determine their own destinies without government interference.
Sincerely,
Murry Keith
Douglas, AK

From: Eric Holle <banjorebop@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2022 9:51 PM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins; representative.matt.clamor@akleg.gov; Rep. Geran Tarr;
Rep. Andi Story
Subject: worthy legislation

Dear Representatives Kreiss-Tomkins, Clamor, Tarr, and Story,
"It's easier to be fooled than to admit you have been fooled." -Mark Twain
Public health should not be a partisan issue - public health issues should bridge the partisan
divide. Unfortunately many of the controversies surrounding covid-19 have become deeply
partisan, with all of those questioning the mainstream narrative portrayed as right wing
extremists and conspiracy theorists, and those generally accepting that narrative being
portrayed by the right as liberal control freaks. I therefore ask you to support legislation
introduced by Senator Lora Reinbold and sponsored in part by conservative republicans with
whom I generally have little in common. Senate Bill 156 bans vaccine based discrimination.
Full disclosure: I am a strongly left-leaning (some say radical) "liberal" who has received three
jabs of Moderna Covid vaccine. My considerable research over the last three months makes me



wish I had not submitted to the vax, and I will not accept another jab when new variants emerge.
Without getting too deep into the weeds, here are just a few of the reasons:
The CDC VAERS system now reports over one million adverse effects from the Covid vaccines
since Dec 2020, over 200,000 of which are serious debilitating effects and over 25,000 of which
are deaths. It is estimated that only 1% of adverse effects are actually reported because the
VAERS system is voluntary. Whether or not one can simply multiply by 100 to get the true
number is a matter for debate among   statisticians. In addition, it is impossible to tell the true
number of vaccine related deaths because of co-morbidities being discounted (average of
2.6/death at last count). Obesity, smoking, diabetes, heart issues and simply old age often occur
with Covid patients and there is a strong financial incentive for hospitals to report deaths as
Covid. ($3,000 /Covid death and about $30,000 /Covid death on ventilator.) Deaths from the
virus within two weeks of a jab are counted as unvaccinated Covid deaths; the impact of the
vaccination on the victim is not considered. Israel is the most vaccinated country, with most
citizens having received four jabs, yet they have the highest infection rate. In at least 24 nations,
a severe spike in Covid deaths occurred immediately after vaccination, according to Gérard
Delépine, Iceland's Chief Epidemiologist.
An October 3, 2021 study by scientists at Harvard's T.H. Chan  School of Public Health
compared 68 nations and 2,947 U.S. counties and concluded that nations and counties with
higher vaccination rates do not have lower per capita Sars-CoV-2 cases. (TrialSite News;
European Journal of Epidemiology). More seriously, Toxicology Reports found that Covid-19
vaccines kill more people in each age group than they save. (Vol.8, 2021) A multitude of similar
studies have obtained similar results, yet none are acknowledged on mainstream media, CNN,
Fox, NPR, none.
It should not be left up to the far right politicians and media to be the only ones who speak up for
the medical rights of Alaskans. The issues are complex but the public has a right to full
disclosure by Big Pharma and agencies like NIH, CDC, WHO, NIAID, HHS. Until that occurs,
discrimination against those who choose to remain unvaccinated should not occur. Please
support the House version of this bill.
Should you wish citations for the points raised above, further information, etc. please feel free to
e-mail me or call me in Haines at 731-624-1054. I have refrained from writing a ten page letter
with references out of respect for your valuable time.
Eric Holle,
Haines, Ak

From: Mike Coons <mcoons@mtaonline.net>
Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2022 8:57 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: Support SB 156

This House and it's many committees have used the Chairmen to block
legislation.  Matt Claman has and is blocking all Sexual Assault
legislation from the Governor as just one terrible example.
So, JKT, will you block SB 156 to please your fellow socialist, so called
Democrats.  You have nothing to loose now that you have announced you are



not running for re-election to bring this forward and give it a favorable
hearing.
SB 156 does nothing toward those that have taken the vaccines.  Does
nothing for those that continue masking, taking boosters, etc.  What it
does do is stop the discrimination and outright hatred for those that
choose for whatever reason to not take the China Virus vaccine.  I have
taken both Moderna shots, yet if I was still working, my employer could
demand I take the booster or be fired.  This is wrong and in so many ways
violates the hard fought civil rights laws on the books!  I and so many
others when it comes to our medical care have a patient/physician
relationship that is PRIVATE!  For an employer to even ask if I have had a
vaccine violates HIPPA laws!
Last, all you have to do is watch the news.  Senator Dan Sullivan, taken
the vaccine, including boost, China Virus positive and slightly ill from
it.  Former President Obama, same thing.  Not to mention the VAERS
reported issues of major and minor side effects and yes even death, any
wonder many decline?  If I knew back in Jan of 21 what I know know, I
would not have taken the vaccine.  I took it because at the time the major
impacted demographics were people of my age.  At the time I trusted what
was coming from the CDC and FDA, I should not have and surely will not
now!  Bottom line Johnathan, that is MY CHOICE, not some employer or some
business that demands a vax passport to enter!
Our nation is at a very critical junction between freedom and tyranny!
This one issue in so many ways was a jumping off point for those in
political power to deny freedoms and to change the USA into a
Communist/Marxist Nation!  Alaska has been a FREE STATE, way more than so
many others.  Those like California, NY, NJ, IL, etc., their people have
chosen loss of freedoms, ALASKANS have NOT and WILL NOT!
Hear SB 156, pass out of committee, encourage the next committee to do so
and let the votes come as they may on the floor.  If the House votes
against, the Pox will be on those members but at least the bill will have
had a fair hearing.
Mike Coons
Palmer AK

From: R McKinney <rmckinney556@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2022 9:25 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB-156

Dear Representative Kreiss-Tomkins,
I am emailing you today to encourage you in the strongest possible terms to pass SB-156.  It is
a basic human right for a person to be able to choose their own course of health care without
being forced by draconian mandates that would exclude people from functioning in society.  This



bill must be passed to guarantee all Alaskan’s this freedom of choice.  Do the right thing and
pass the bill.
Kind Regards,
Dr. Randy McKinney

From: Mary Ellen Wurm <maryellen@thebookwurm.com>
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2022 7:44 AM
To: Rep. Jonathan Kreiss-Tomkins
Subject: SB 156

Dear Representative,
I am writing in support of SB 156.  As a resident of Fairbanks for
nearly 50 years, I feel I should have a voice in those issues affecting
all Alaskans.  I would urge you to carefully consider all the
implications that any Covid-19 vaccine mandate or identification of
vaccination status would have.  I believe these would be
unconstitutional overreach by government which would have broad
repercussions for employment, schools, tourism, healthcare rationing,
insurance and liability issues, personal freedom and the impossibility
of fully informed consent.  Until the FDA, CDC and the pharmaceutical
industry as a whole are FULLY investigated and FULLY transparent with
ALL the information regarding these experimental Covid-19 gene
therapies, every person is at great risk. No one should ever be required
by mandate to take any medical device or treatment with unknown
short-term or long-term consequences.
Please support and vote for SB 156.  Thank you for thinking deeply on
this topic.
Mary Ellen Wurm
Fairbanks, Alaska
maryellen@thebookwurm.com


